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Zusammenfassung
Diese Studie untersuht die Auswirkungen des Handelsstreits zwishen derUSA und der EU über gentehnish veränderte Organismen (GVO) in Lebens-und Futtermitteln auf Finanzmärkte. Die EU hat Anfang der 90er Jahrebegonnen, die Verbreitung, Verfolgbarkeit, Vermarktung und Kennzeih-nung von GVO zu regulieren, wobei eine Minderheit im Europäishen Rateine Moratorium für die Zulassung neuer GVOs im Jahr 1998 durhset-zte. Damit shloss sih der europäishe Markt weitgehend für gentehnishveränderte Erzeugnisse. In der EU gab es keinen Anbau von gentehnishveränderten P�anzen, wohingegen Farmer in den USA bereits im Jahr 1996bis zu 54 Prozent gentehnish veränderte P�anzen anbauten. Exporte indie EU waren dadurh gefährdet.Die Arbeit untersuht mit Hilfe der Ereignisanalyse aus der Finanz-ökonometrie, wie Händler an Warenterminbörsen auf politishe Ereignissedes Kon�iktes reagiert haben. Dabei unterstellt die Arbeit, dass die eu-ropäishe Politik eine Umverteilung am internationalen Markt verursahte;Regionen, die weitgehend auf Gentehnik verzihtet hatten, haben pro�tiert,während Regionen, die auf die Gentehnik gesetzt hatten, mit fallendenAbsätzen rehnen mussten. Um diese Hypothese zu untersuhen, werdenSojabohnen-Futures aus den USA und Mais-Futures aus Europa analysiert.Der Untersuhungszeitraum sind die Jahre 1990 bis 2006. Ih kann nah-weisen, dass der amerikanishe Gütermarkt negativ auf Nahrihten überstrikte Regulierungen in Europe reagiert hat, wohingegen es Hinweise da-rauf gibt, dass der europäishe Markt davon pro�tiert hat. Als die USAeine Klage bei der Welthandelsorganisation eingereiht haben, stiegen diePreise in den USA. Shlussfolgerung ist, dass Händler an Warentermin-börsen kalkulieren, wer der Gewinner und wer der Verlierer von De-Fato-Prokektion ist. Somit geben Finanzmärkte Auskunft über die erwartetenE�ekte von politishen Entsheidungen.
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Abstrat
This study srutinises the e�ets of the dispute between the European Unionand the United States over Genetially Modi�ed Organisms (GMOs) inFood and Feed on �nanial markets. The European Union introdued be-tween 1990 and 2006 tight regulations of GMOs while barring any new ge-netially modi�ed rops from entering the European market between 1998and 2004. Farmers in the US had adopted genetially modi�ed rops to alarge extent and thus ould not export these to the EU any more. I showthat traders at ommodity derivative exhanges updated their expetationsof pries upon events of the trade dispute. Using event studies and a timeseries regression I demonstrate that news from EU institutions signallingthe losing of the European market to genetially modi�ed rops dereasedpries of US soybean futures and inreased pries of European orn futureson average. When the US �led a omplaint that the WTO, US soybeanpries rose.
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Politis: Who gets what, when and howHarold Lasswell, 1950
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Chapter 1Introdution
The United States of Ameria and good old Europe sometimes quarrel.They biker about limate hange or whether to go to war with a foe, andabout plain old trade politis. While eonomi ooperation among nationstates, umulating in the foundation of the World Trade Organization in1995, has made tari�s and quotas ome out of fashion, non-tari� barriers totrade have remained an issue and trade poliy has `shifted behind borders'.The dispute between the EU and the US over genetially modi�ed organisms(GMOs) in food and feed is an example where `national' produt regulationimpeded international trade and beame an issue in bilateral relations. Thisstudy is an attempt to show the reperussions of suh a dispute by using�nanial markets as a mirror of redistributive e�ets of shifting trade �ows.There is a long debate in the politial sienes about whether statesan ooperate in the realm of international eonomis.. Realists have de-sribed eonomi ooperation as di�ult to impossible in a world of anarhyand states attentive to their survival (Morgenthau 1967, Waltz 1979). Statesannot aept that their ounter may gain more from free trade relative totheir own gains beause the opponent ould use the eonomi advantageto arm himself and threaten the trading partner. In ontrast, liberalistshave seen eonomi ooperation as a viable tool of states to enhane theirown well-being. They fous on absolute gains and on whether states anommit themselves to international institutions (f. Kant 1949 (1795)). Po-litial eonomy breaks down the state and interprets trade poliy as theoutome of voters preferenes represented by parties and interest group in-�uene (Milner 1999). Redistribution is onstitutive for politis and thustrade poliy may be analysed in terms of winners and losers. In the sameline, the Wall Street Journal denouned Europe for using the fear of GMOs1



Introdution 2as a pretext for proteting its agriultural setor. However, opinion sur-veys showed that the majority of European onsumers has found GMOsin food unaeptable (Eyk, Gaskell & Jakson 2004). Meins (2003) �ndsthe European regulation not driven by the agriultural setor but more bystrong environmental non-governmental organisations and publi opinion.So, ultimately, this work is motivated by the question why Europe passeda regulation that was so strit that it funtioned as a trade barrier.Genetially modi�ed rops were introdued at the world market atthe beginning of the 1990s, yet the response was very diverse aross theAtlanti. The US Food and Drug Administration delared in 1993 thatthe proess of food prodution is irrelevant. Whether by GMOs or non-GMOs, if the objetive harateristis of the food are essentially the sameand therefore food derived from or ontaining GMOs is subjet to sameregulations as ordinary produts. In ontrast, the EU has regarded foodderived from GMOs or genetially modi�ed plants as a `novel' produt withan unknown risk to humans and the environment. Starting in 1990, the EUhas set up a new regulatory framework. While the Commission favoureda pragmati approah, a minority in the Counil installed a moratoriumon the approval of any GMOs in food or feed in 1999. While remainingpatient in the beginning, the US got inreasingly agitated and �led a WTOomplaint in 2003. After having established a new approval proedure, theapproval proess restarted in 2004 and the 2006 WTO ruling that the EUban was against trade rules remained without onsequenes.Due to the fat that the EU grew virtually no GM rops while theUS farmers had adopted them rapidly, 54 perent of the soybean and 25 oforn grown in the US in 1996 was genetially modi�ed (Dohlmann, Hall &Somwaru 2002, 108), the ban of GM rops had a de fato protetive naturefor European agriultural markets and ursory evidene suggests that theon�it disrupted Amerian agriultural exports to Europe on a large sale.The share of soybeans exports to the EU from the US fell from around 45perent in 1994 to 25 perent at the end of 1998 and orn exports fell by$ 400 million between 1998 and 2000 (Lin, Chambers & Harwood 2000,29-30).The long-term �gures speak their language, but there is no ausal linkbetween regulation and trade �gures of ommodities. Analysing ommodityderivatives o�ers an avenue linking European regulation to US ommoditymarkets. Some studies have been published on the reation of �nanial mar-kets in North Ameria to the rejetion of market partiipants but only one



Introdution 3study takes politial events as ause although it laks a politial eonomyperspetive, too. Dohlmann, Hall & Somwaru (2002) analyse how bioteh-nology ompanies' stoks reat to politial events. However, this approahfouses on the losers of tight regulation again. No sienti� study has yet at-tempted to unearth the e�et of regulation on the potential winner, namelyEuropean agriultural markets. Again, ommodity derivatives an be usedfor answering this question. Pries should rise if supply dereases aordingto the simple priniple of supply and demand. If the US supply was shutout of the European market, pries should have risen in Europe, at leasttemporarily, unless there was a perfet substitute. Traders ould have spe-ulated on this e�et. Srutinising the European ommodity market for thisis novel.In this researh endeavor I will employ the tools of �nanial eono-metris, namely the event study approah and a time series analysis, totest whether events of the dispute had a signi�ant impat on pries of soy-bean futures from the US and on orn futures from Europe. Time seriestehniques with a onditional variane are applied to study the e�et ofexogenous e�ets on the variane, i.e. whether politial events inreased ordereased the unertainty in agriultural markets.I olleted data on the passing of regulation of GMOs in Europe. How-ever, studies have repeatedly failed to detet the impat of legislation be-ause traders antiipated the e�et beforehand. Therefore, I have detetedat what point the piee of legislation passed its �nal veto point. Further-more, I have onduted a ontent analysis of the Wall Street Journal, USEast Coast edition, to establish when news of regulatory events reahed themarket and whether this aused any reations. Furthermore, I reordedwhen the US �led its omplaint at the WTO.I �nd that the US ommodity market reated negatively to the passingof European legislation of GMOs and news about the legislation. The pass-ing of the �nal veto point did not ause any reations. At the same time,there is evidene that the European market reated positively to news thatregulation would ban US agriultural imports. This is possibly due to theantiipated substitution e�ets.This thesis is strutured as follows: Chapter 2 gives a short overviewon biotehnology and reounts the development of the treatment of GMOsin Europe and, in turn, the US response to European regulation. Somedesriptive evidene is given on the e�ets of the dispute on agriultural



Introdution 4trade. Chapter 3 provides a literature review of the politial eonomy of �-nanial markets and, in partiular, the literature on politial redistribution,on regulatory deisions and �nanial markets and the dispute over GMOsin food and feed. This is followed by the theoretial bakground of thisstudy, namely the e�ient market hypothesis and theory of futures priingin Chapter 4. Subsequently, I develop my theoretial model and formulatemy hypotheses. In Chapter 5, I present my researh design, in partiular,how the data were assembled and whih statistial tehniques were em-ployed. Chapter 6 presents and disusses the results of the data analysiswhile Chapter 7 onludes and gives an outlook over possible extensions ofthis study.



Chapter 2A short story of a transatlantidispute
This thesis studies the e�ets of the dispute between the EU and the US overgenetially modi�ed organisms in food and feed on �nanial markets. Thepresent hapter provides a short overview of biotehnology in Setion 2.1.The development of regulation of genetially modi�ed organisms (GMOs)in Europe is reounted in Setion 2.2 and the US response is desribed inSetion 2.3. Setion 2.4 provides some anedotal and desriptive informationof the e�ets of the dispute.2.1 Bakgrounder on BiotehnologyBefore getting to the substane of this study, one needs to know what ex-atly is meant by `geneti modi�ation' . Evolution is geneti modi�a-tion. Evolution is not planned and the deliberate geneti modi�ation isslow. Mankind utilized geneti modi�ation ever sine starting farming.Certain plants bear favourable harateristis whih are determined by thegenome. By keeping ertain plants beause of its harateristis, humanshave hanged the genome of rop plants by and by. While this breed-ing proess took generations, ross-breeding tehniques have onsiderablyaelerated the proess of developing ertain harateristis in plants, al-though the genome is not altered diretly. The tehnologial progress of thelast deades made it possible to hange the genome diretly, whih promisesto be faster and more preise in inserting preferable harateristis. Moreimportantly, it allows rossing the `speies barrier', i.e. transferring hara-teristis of one speies to the other. For instane, DNA of bateria an be5



Bakgrounder on Biotehnology 6passed on to plants (Pistorius & van Wijk 1999, 109). Potential appliationsare plants whih produe mediine for animals to get prophylatily in theirfodder or plants whih produe a toxin fatal to a parasite. One example isResearh on geneti modi�ation of organisms has been ongoing fordeades. The proess began with the disovery of DNA, and basi researhon the geneti modi�ation of living organisms oured roughly in the earlynineteenth entury while it gathered pae in the 1960s resulting in the �rstreombinant bateria (E .oli) expressing a frog gene in 1973 (see Bud (1993)for a history of biotehnology). First appliations and most researh wereonduted for pharmaeutial purposes. The prodution of insulin is anexample of biotehnology in pharmay. Then agriultural ompanies be-ame interested in biotehnology and pharmaeutial �rms disovered anadditional appliation for their biotehnology knowledge. While genetimodi�ation for pharmaeutial purposes has gone largely unnotied, thepubli debate on geneti engineering fouses on its agriultural appliations.The aeptane rates between pharmaeutial and agriultural di�er widely.The �rst generation of modi�ations for agriultural purposes onen-trated more on the needs of farmers and foused on input traits of plants.For instane, plants were made resistant against ertain herbiides. Thefarmer ould thus spray a �eld of genetially modi�ed (GM) rop and killall the weeds without destroying the rop. Agriultural ompanies soldnot only the plant but also the herbiide. Another important �eld is theresistane against ertain pests, for instane, the orn borer.The seond generation of geneti modi�ations foused on outputtraits, therefore also alled `value-enhaned rops'. For instane, CalgeneIn. developed the `Flavr Savr' tomato that would remain fresh for a longerperiod than normal tomatoes and taste better, aording to Calgene In. Itwas, however, only available to onsumers for a short time. Atually, thereare only two seond generation produts on the US market, namely oleisoybeans and laurate anola (Je�erson-Moore 2005).The �rst generation traits were attahed to hemial engineering. Theseond generation was independent of hemial ompanies and, as a result,the idea of a `life siene' ompany ame up, ombining agriultural andpharmaeutial ativities based on the same knowledge of how to mod-ify the geneti information of an organism. The shift resulted in a wave ofmergers where ompanies suh as Aventis emerged or Dow Chemial boughtbiotehnology ompanies. However, when the trend went against agro-



Putting GMOs in a Corset: Europe's Regulation 7biotehnology at the end of the 1990s, biotehnology ompanies spun o�their agro-biotehnology divisions beause their unertain prospets pulleddown the share prie (Pollak & Sha�er 2000, 50). For instane, Phar-maia bought Monsanto only to get its pharma division and spun o� theagri-biotehnology divisions (WSJ, 21 Deember 1999). Monsanto and Syn-genta, based in the US and Switzerland respetively, are the two largeompanies left devoted solely to agro-biotehnology (f. also European-Commisson 2000).2.2 Putting GMOs in a Corset: Europe's Reg-ulationEvery study on Europe's septiism of agro-biotehnology starts o� with re-ferring to the most reent food sandals in Europe whih oined onsumers'attitude towards GMOs in food and feed and so do I.2.2.1 Food Sandals in EuropeThe most prominent `sandal' in food safety is the BSE risis. BovineSpongiform Enephalopathy (BSE), a deadly disease a�eting the brain ofattle, was �rst deteted in 1988 in the UK and the number of on�rmedases rose to around 35000 by 1992 (Henson & Mazzohi 2002, 371). Al-though media overage started in 1989, the shok to onsumers ame whenthe UK government announed on 20 Marh 1996 that there was a possi-ble onnetion between the fatal Creutzfeldt�Jaob disease and BSE. Thegovernment would not rule out that humans ould be infeted by eatingbeef of infeted attle. The lax response in the beginning and a lak oftests allowed BSE to spread aross Europe. Although the number of on-�rmed Creutzfeldt�Jaob ases reahed a moderate 25 by the year 2000, thedamage was done and onsumers in Europe unsettled. Marks & Kalaitzan-donakes (2001) onduted a ontent analysis of the media overage of agro-biotehnology in the Daily Telegraph (UK) and �nd a onnetion betweenthe septiism towards agribiotehnology and the BSE risis.In May 1999, dioxin found its way into the food hain in Belgiumwhen hikens ate ontaminated feed. Dioxin is highly noxious and foodproduts needed to be realled aross Europe, and pigs and hikens wereslaughtered.



Putting GMOs in a Corset: Europe's Regulation 8The foot-and-mouth disease broke out in Great Britain in the springof 2001. In an attempt to halt the epidemi, over seven million sheep wereslaughtered although ontinental Europe witnessed only sporadi ases. Theissue dominated the British media and to a lesser extent the media on theontinent until the terrorist attaks in the US in September 2001 attratedwider attention (the disease was under ontrol by Otober 2001 in Britain).The string of `sandals' reated onsiderable distrust in European onsumersthat their food was safe and that governments ensured its safety. Thisdistrust signi�antly shaped peoples' attitudes towards GMOs in food andfeed.2.2.2 GMO Regulation in EuropeThe topi of this study is the regulation passed by the European Union withregard to release, ommerialisation, labelling and traeability of produtsprodued of or from plants with deliberately modi�ed DNA and bateria asan ingredient or an aid. In the beginning, the issue fell under the auspies ofthe Environmental Diretorate General of the European Commission1 whileit moved to the Diretorate General Health and Consumer Protetion. Reg-ulation was in the beginning made for regulating the releas of genetiallymodi�ed plants into the environment during �eld trials. As the the tehnol-ogy entered the market on a ommerial sale onsumer protetion beamemore the fous of GMO regulation and the EU pursues now an `integratedapproah to food safety' meaning the whole food hain is regulated fromthe perspetive of onsumer protetion2.The European Union passed its �rst piee of regulation regardingGMOs in 1990 (24 April 1990). Diretive 90/220/EEC regulates the de-liberate release of GMOs into the environment. It standardises how GMOsmay be released into the environment for researh and development purposes(Part A) and also stipulates that GMOs require an approval for ommerial-isation in the EU (Part C). Although the diretive was meant to regulate theenvironmental impat of GMO � the Diretorate General XI (Environment,Nulear Safety, and Civil Protetion) wrote the text �, it also overed themarketing of produts derived from GMO. Therefore, it applied to GMOin food and feed until 1997 when Counil Regulation 258/97 was passed.1See Knill (2003) for an overview of environmental poliy in the EU.2See DG Health and Consumer Protetion, http://e.europa.eu/food/index_en.htm

http://ec.europa.eu/food/index_en.htm


Putting GMOs in a Corset: Europe's Regulation 9Diretive 90/219/EEC dealt with the handling of GMOs in a ontained en-vironment. It provided that member states draft emergeny plans in aseof aidents, notify the Commission thereof, et. Next to Diretive 90/220and Diretive 90/219, the members states had detailed regulation onern-ing the imports of GM-seeds, �eld trials, ommerial planting of GM-rops,and ommerialisation of GM food and feed produts. In the end, eahmember held a de fato legal right to ban GM in food and feed based onnational legislation.The next step in regulating the inreasing stream of GMOs was Reg-ulation 258/97 passed on 27 January 1997 regarding novel foods and novelfoods ingredients. Its objetive was the regulation of foods resulting frombiotehnology. It stipulates that novel foods are subjet to a safety assess-ment and the onsumer must be informed that the food ontains a GMOor is derived from one. The de�nition implies that a food whih has beenmade of a GMO or with the aid of a GMO � even when the GMO is notdetetable in the �nal produt � must be labelled. This is, for instane, thease when the orn plant was made resistant against a ertain pestiide al-though the resulting �our does not ontain any GMO in a strit sense. Thesafety assessment is to be arried out by national bodies in liaison with theEuropean Commission and is relatively umbersome. The Commission feltthe need to make some additions to 258/97 in the Commission Regulation1813/97, agreed on 19 September 1997. The Regulation lari�es that thelabelling applies to produts as well that have been on the market priorto Regulation 258/97 entering into fore and states that uniform Commu-nity labelling rules are needed sine individual member state ations areinappropriate.The revision of Regulation 90/220 started shortly after its adaption.The Commission set forth a proposal for a Diretive on the deliberate releaseof GMOs (Com/1998/85) on 26 November 1997 � merely 10 months afteradopting the former. The issue beame so ontested, however, that therevision did not ome about before 2001. In April 1998, the EuropeanCommission issued the last approvals of GM varieties in the fae of a growingresistane by member states. A Frenh ourt plaed an injuntion on thegrowing and marketing of a GM orn variety in September and Greeebanned the import and sale of GM rapeseed. In May 1999, the EU panel onapprovals suspended the proess for Pioneer Hi-Bred's GM orn followedby another blow in June when Frane, Denmark, Italy, Luxembourg andGreee bloked any new approvals in the Counil.



Putting GMOs in a Corset: Europe's Regulation 10The Counil adopted Regulation 1139/98 on 26 May 1998 whih ov-ers the labelling of GM maize and soy varieties that did not fall underRegulation 258/97. It took a mere three months to pass the Regulation.The Commission passed a Regulation (49/2000) on 10 January 2000 whihfurther amended Regulation 1139/98 by speifying that a food may notontain more than 1 perent of an ingredient that is genetially modi�edor derived from a GMO. The threshold of 1 perent is low and requiresgreat e�ort by operators in separating GM materials from non-GM ma-terials, thus inreasing the prie by around 12 perent (Young 2001, 17).For instane, Japan and Canada have adopted a threshold of 5 perent(Carter & Gruere 2003, 3) for GM and non-GM rops transported on thesame truks, for example. Commission Regulation 50/2000 supplemented49/2000 onerning GM additives and GM �avourings.Sienti� progress made it neessary to revise Diretive 90/219/ECCby Diretive 81/98/EC signed on 26 Otober 1998. It simpli�ed the legalproedures appliable to the ontained use of GMOs and introdued a four-level risk sale while speifying minimum requirements for eah risk level.Counil Diretive 98/95/EC sought to remove all barriers to the tradeof seeds within the Community and thereby amended Diretives 66/400/EEC,66/401/EEC, 66/402/EEC, 66/403/EEC, 69/208/EEC, 70/457/EEC and70/458/EEC. It set out rules for the marketing of genetially modi�ed plantvarieties and plant geneti resoures.Diretive 18/2001 required three readings in the Parliament and theCounil, and the Parliament found the �nal deision only in the Conilia-tion Commission on 13 Deember 2000 before it was formally adopted on12 Marh 2001 (Italy and Frane abstained). The Diretive determines thatGMOs must be subjeted to an environmental risk assessment before theymay be plaed on the market and that GMOs whih are resistant to antibi-otis used in mediations are to be removed from the market within a giventime. The appliation for an approval of a GMO is handed in with a om-petent national body whih srutinises the appliation. If it approves theappliation, it submits its verdit to all member states whih then have theright to raise objetions within a spei�ed period of time. If any memberstate objets to the approval, the appliation is referred to the EuropeanCommission and a `large onsultation' is held. Furthermore, the Diretivespei�es traeability, monitoring and labelling requirements.Diretive 1830/2003, passed on 22 September 2003, further re�ned



Putting GMOs in a Corset: Europe's Regulation 11the rules regarding traeability and labelling of food and feed produts thatontain GMOs, amending Diretive 18/2001. Its stated objetive is to putin plae a system that allows a swift reall of foods or feed if any risk isfound. The Diretive requires ompanies to keep reords of GM produts� that inludes food and feed � for at least �ve years and transmit thesereords at any stage of the ommerial hain. Labelling is mandatory whenDNA or modi�ed protein is inserted into an organism. The law extendedthe labelling sheme to produts whih are made of GM ingredients. Forinstane, bisuits that ontain maize oil from GM maize must be labelledwith `produed from genetially modi�ed maize'. Furthermore, labelling ismade ompulsory for feed in the same fashion as for food. The threshold forlabelling in the presene of adventitious and tehnially unavoidable traesGM produts is formulated as no higher than 0.9 perent as opposed tolower than 1 perent, thus lowering the threshold further. The EuropeanParliament introdued as well a 0.5 perent threshold for produts thatare unauthorised but have reeived a favourable risk assessment from theEuropean Food Safety Authority. The Diretive allows member states totake appropriate ation to ensure that non-GM rops are not ontaminatedwith GM rops.Similarly, Diretive 1829/2003 set up a sheme of authorisation, super-vision and labelling for food and feed that is not produed `from' a GMObut `with' a GMO. There is a 0.9 perent threshold for the presene ofadventitious and tehnially unavoidable traes of GM produts and a si-enti� risk evaluation regarding risk to human health and the environmentis required. Commission Regulation 641/2004 (6 April 2004) lays down thedetails of the implementation of the Diretive.In 2003, the European Parliament and the Counil passed Regulation1946/ 2003/EC (15 July 2003) that onerns the transboundary movementof GMOs. The Regulation transposes parts of the Cartagena Protool onBio-safety into Community law by requiring exporters of GMO ontainingor onsisting produts to delare the presene of GMOs to the importer.To perfet the monitoring of GMOs on the market, the Commissiondeided that every authorised GMO must ontain an unique identi�er, i.e.an unique DNA or protein sequenes without funtion (Commission Reg-ulation 65/2004, 14 January 2004). New appliations for approval mustontain an identi�er and the holder of approvals must developed and regis-ter a unique identi�er. The identi�er helps to trae a GMO throughout theentire food hain.



Over the Atlanti: the US Response 12The EU established an elaborate regulatory framework and in May2004, the European Commission ended the 5-year long moratorium of ap-provals by allowing the ommerialisation of Syngenta's Bt 11 orn variety.The on�it did not end with the deision, however. Some member statesstill resisted GM produts and some delared that they would use a lauseto keep GM produt out of their market. In September 2004, Greee bannedthe ommerialisation of GM maize seeds and Cyprus mandated that GMand GM-produts must be shelved separately in supermarkets in September2005, whih the Commission delared violating European law in January2006.To summarise the tangled mass of legislation, I reiterate the �ve mostimportant points. First, any GM ingredients for food and feed must beapproved by the European Commission and its member states to be om-merialised within the EU. Seond, any food that ontains GM ingredientsor is made of GMOs must be labelled aordingly exept where the ingre-dient remains below 0.9 perent for an authorised GM ingredient and 0.5perent if the ingredient is unauthorised but has reeived a positive safetyassessment. Third, food or feed ontaining GM strains with an unknownrisk are barred from entering the EU. Fourth, meat, eggs and dairy prod-uts from animals fed with GM feed are exempted from labelling. Fifth, anyGM produt must be traeable throughout the food hain and the inventormust provide test proedures for the GM strain. In a nutshell, Europe putGMOs in a orset.2.3 Over the Atlanti: the US ResponseThe setion above skethed the ations by the European Union and itsmember states. But what did the other side do? The regulatory proessstarted to ath up with the development in the US in 1992. After hav-ing reeived numerous enquiries from industry, government agenies andonsumers, the Food and Drug Administration issued a poliy statementon foods derived from new plant varieties. The statement explains thatfoods from genetially modi�ed plants are subjet to the same regulatoryframework as traditional plants. �The regulatory status of a food, irrespe-tive of the method by whih it is developed, is dependent on the objetive



Over the Atlanti: the US Response 13harateristis of the food and the intended use of the food�3. This meantthat food ontaining GMOs is treated de fato as any other unless evideneontraditing the safety emerges.P�zer reeived the approval from the Food and Drug Administrationto sell the �rst bioengineered food ingredient in 1993 and the use of bio-engineering in rops has proliferated rapidly in the US, some ommentatorsalled it the `fastest adoption of a new tehnique in history'. Of the soy-bean planted in the US approximately 54 were genetially modi�ed and 25perent of the orn was genetially modi�ed in 1996 (Dohlmann, Hall &Somwaru 2002, 108). The US notied the growing unease in Europe aboutGMOs in food and feed but was not sure whether the septiism towardsGMO was permanent or merely the result of the previous food sandalsand thus quikly forgotten. In the US, onsumers have been unonernedthat their food ontains GMO-rops and the reasons for Europe's rejetionwere di�ult for them to omprehend. When the EU delared its mora-torium in 1998, for instane, ommentators saw a produer-driven attemptto protet the European agriultural market. As the Wall Street Journal(WSJ) headline niely illustrates: �Protetionism In�uenes Refusal to UseGM Foods� (8 April 2004). Other analysts asked �Biotehnology: The NextTransatlanti Trade War?� (Pollak & Sha�er 2000).Farmers started lobbying their Congressmen, and in January 2003, agroup of Congressmen sent a letter to the White House asking the presidentto launh a formal omplaint at the WTO. Consequently, the president in-reased the pressure on Europe and stated in May 2003 that the US intendedto hallenge the European moratorium on GMO approvals. He put it intopratiae and asked the WTO to rule on the EU's moratorium althoughthe outome was unertain and researhers thought that �[. . . ℄ almost anyoutome of the dispute in the WTO (favouring either the omplainants orthe plainti�) is possible� (Matulionyte 2005, 49). The FAO had alreadynoted in 1997 that there was often insu�ient sienti� and quantitativeevidene for risk assessments and more qualitative rules are likely to behallenged under trade agreements (FAO 1997, 4). The WTO eventuallyruled in February 2006 that the EU moratorium was illegal beause it wasnot su�iently substantiated with sienti� evidene that GMOs in food3Statement of Poliy: Foods Derived from New Plant Varieties, Federal RegisterVol. 57, No. 104, 29/05/1992, p. 1, http://vm.fsan.fda.gov/~lrd/fr92529b.html,aessed 07/11/2006.

http://vm.cfsan.fda.gov/~lrd/fr92529b.html


Redistribution due to Regulation? 14or feed pose a risk to humans. At that time, the EU had already lifted itsmoratorium, however.2.4 Redistribution due to Regulation?Rigid European GMO regulation had a de fato protetive nature beausethe European Union has been lagging behind the US in terms of adaptationof GM rops. US farmers planted approximately 54 perent GM soybeansand 25 perent GM orn in 1996 (Dohlmann, Hall & Somwaru 2002, 108)while this share inreased to 80 perent for soybeans in 2002 (WSJ, 20August 2002) although some GM rops took dips in 1999 allegedly due to thedispute (Dohlmann, Hall & Somwaru 2002, 109). In the meantime, Europehas seen not muh more than �eld trials, and the number of noti�ations tothe European Commission of �eld trails dereased by 78 perent between1998 and 2001 for `non-tehnial reasons' (Lheureux et al. 2003).Muh ink has been spilled on the dispute and there is ample anedotalevidene that the dispute did indeed a�et Transatlanti trade. The WSJnoted the onnetion between soybean pries and the GMO dispute on 25July 1997. Figure 2.1 shows a steady derease of the EU's share in USagriultural ommodity exports in the seond half of the 1990s, and theauthors point to the dispute as the ause of this deline (Lin, Chambers &Harwood (2000, 29); see similarly Capell (2003)). By 2003, the exports toEurope had fallen by 50 perent to 1 billion US dollars a year (WSJ, 01July 2003).At the height of the dispute in 2000, there was onsiderable anxiety inthe market about the future of agro-biotehnology, as the quote illustrates:�Despite the relatively small market shares for non-bioteh ornand soybeans, demand for non-bioteh ommodities is highly�uid and ould expand quikly, depending on whether onsumers'preferenes for non-bioteh food produts expand, as well as on-sumer preferenes regarding the use of bioteh rops in industrialuses and in livestok feed� (Lin, Chambers & Harwood 2000, 29).In sum, there is ample desriptive and anedotal evidene that Eu-rope's rejetion of GMOs indued onsiderable unertainty in internationalmarkets about future shares of GMO and non-GMO rops. The worries werejusti�ed, and the US seems to have lost agriultural ommodity exports due



Redistribution due to Regulation? 15

Figure 2.1 EU Share of US Corn and Soybeans ExportsSoure: Lin, Chambers & Harwood (2000, 30)to Europe's GMO regulation. However, sholars have largely ignored theresponse of ommodity derivative markets, espeially outside the US, whihthe literature review in the next hapter shows.



Chapter 3Literature Review
This study builds on the literature of the politial eonomy of �nanialmarkets. The �elds the study relates to are manifold and the literaturereview must stik to a strit priority list. I start by reviewing some studieson how �nanial markets, in partiular, ommodity markets, reat to on�itand ooperation in the international realm. Finanial markets have beenused to show redistributive e�ets of politial events for whih I survey the�ndings. Then I ite some studies whih use �nanial markets to studythe e�ets of regulatory deisions. Several studies srutinise the e�etsof events around GMOs in food and feed, many using �nanial marketsbut not exlusively. The literature review reveals that there is a lak ofpolitial eonomy studies on the dispute between the EU and the US overgenetially modi�ed organisms in food and feed whih has been noted beforeby Young: �[. . . ℄ while politis are very muh in evidene in the transatlantidispute onerning agriultural biotehnology, politial siene has largelybeen absent� (Young 2001, 3).There are several studies how �nanial markets reat to on�it andooperation in international politis. Crowley & Lovisek (2002) evaluateswhether 36 events of politial unrest in South Amerian ountries between1991 and 1999 had an impat on exhange rates and �nds ripples up to threemonths after the event. Esalating the event, Shneider & Tröger (2006)analyse the impat of the �rst gulf war and the Palestine-Israel on�iton stok market indies and �nd that on�itive events sare investors inmajor Western trading pits away from stoks although on�itive events atthe binning of the First Gulf War lifted the Dow Jones Index, on�rming a`war rally'. The stok pries of defene �rms are sensitive to internationalon�it as well (Capelle-Blanard & Couder 2006). Chen & Siems (2004)16



Literature Review 17employ the same severity by analysing terrorist attaks dating bak to 1915,the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and the 9/11 attaks.Studies on the in�uene of international politial events on ommoditymarkets and ommodity derivate markets are rare. Messmer (2006) showedthat on�itive results do indeed stir up oil spot pries although Guidolin &Ferrara (2005) �nd that the onset of on�its dereases oil futures probablytaking out prior speulative pressure. They also �nd that ommodity indiesexperiened a drop as well whih they interpret as an end to hoarding.Finanial markets have been used to show the redistributive e�ets ofpolitial deisions and politial events suh as the passing of legislation oreletions. Behtel (2006, 2) divides the literature on politial events and�nanial markets in four broad ategories. First, a strand analyses the re-distributive e�et of partisan politis. Seond, sholars are interested ineletion yle e�ets while a third �eld fouses on how institutional hara-teristis a�ets �nanial markets. Fourth, a strand fouses on the e�et ofsingle politial events on �nanial markets.The in�uene of partisan politis on distribution has been studied via�nanial markets. The eletoral information hypothesis states that, �rst,di�erent politial parties adopt distint maroeonomi poliies and thus in-�uene pro�ts either diretly or indiretly through a hange of the in�ationrate, ruial for the real return of an investment. Seond, forward lookinginvestors inorporate this information into pries and update them upon ahange in the likelihood of a partisan hange in government (Freeman, Hays& Stix 2000). The hypothesis has been developed for bond markets show-ing that eonomi equilibria follow smoothly politial equilibria ontingenton the institutional framework of maroeonomi poliy. Where entralbanks are independent, the e�ets are less pronouned than in ountrieswith bound entral banks (Freeman, Hays & Stix (2000); f. also Ruo�(2005)).The eletoral information hypothesis has been applied to equity mar-kets as well.. Vuhelen (2003) shows that the partisan hange of governmentin Belgium from left to right had a positive impat the Belgium stok indexand Herron (2000) supports the partisan hypothesis, too, for the 1992 ele-tion in Great Britian. MGillivray (2003) estimates the redistributive e�etof the government hange between ertain setors. She interats this out-ome with politial institutions. A proportional eletoral formula shouldinrease the number of veto points that ought to be ompensated. She



Literature Review 18expets therefore the e�et to show up later whih her study on�rms ina sample of 14 OECD ountries between 1973 and 1996. Herron, Lavin,Donald & Silver (1999) show that markets expet favours of a president forthe setor he publially supported in the run up to the Presidential ele-tion in the US in 1992. They regress the setor indies on the likelihoodof the respetive andidate beoming president and �nd that the likelihoodin�uenes the performane of the setor index. Thus, markets antiipatepost-eletion redistribution among setors. They rejet, however, the par-tisan hypothesis. The market as a whole did not move along with thelikelihood that Bill Clinton, a demorat, beame President. In sum, mar-kets inorporate expetations about distributive measures by governmentsboth between setors and between labour and apital into pries.Politial institutions regulate the funtioning of markets and thus in-�uene how onsumer and produers rents are distributed in the eonomy,e.g. by prohibiting monopolies. A hange to the institutional system orthe laws governing the market an hange this distribution. Changes inthe tax ode and regulation and deisions preventing monopolies have beensubjeted to event studies therefore. Cutler (1988) fail to �nd the preditedredistribute e�et among produers of a hange in apital taxes in the USwhile Sinai & Gyourko (2004) laim that the Taxpayer Relief At a�etedompanies' stok pries signi�antly when it was passed in 1997 and Carow& Heron (2002) �nd their expetations regarding the redistributive e�ets ofthe Finanial Servies Modernization At (1999) re�eted in the stok priesof the respetive �nanial setor. The redution in apital gains tax in 1997in the US should have inreased the value of stoks bears out empirially(Lang & Shakelford 2000). Rose (1985, 314-15) takes the example of thederegulation ampaign of the Interstate Commere Commission in the late1970s to study oligopoly rents. She �nds that deregulation took o� roughly31 perent of expeted pro�ts as told by the motor arrier industry's stoks.Other studies on�rming the e�et of regulatory events on �nanial assetsare Kalbhenn (2006), Brady & Feinberg (2000), and Boardman, Vertinsky& Whistler (1997).There are several studies on the e�et of food safety news on ommod-ity futures whih is related to my study beause the dispute has been drivenmainly by food safety onerns. MKenzie & Thomsen (2001) evaluate thee�ets of meat realls due to the ourrene of E. Coli O157:H7, a oli ba-terium, on beef future pries. They �nd signi�ant negative returns due toreall announements by the USDA on ground beef futures pries, albeit



Literature Review 19the announements do not seem to have an e�et on live attle or boxedbeef. They state that their �nding is in line with other researh indiatingthat food safety onerns do not seem to have an immediate short-term im-pat on the wholesale or farmer level. Lusk & Shroeder (2002) study thee�et of meat realls on live attle and lean hog futures pries and rejet ashort-term e�et as well. These results do not ome as a surprise beausestudies on the demand and onsumption of meat and food safety reports�nd the impat negligible (Piggott & Marsh 2004).Another study on a major food sare is Henson & Mazzohi (2002)albeit on equity pries not ommodity prie. They analyse the impat of theBritish governments' announement that Bovine Spongiform Enephalopa-thy (BSE) poses a potential risk to human health. The study uses equitypries of various �rms and setors. Using various estimation tehniquesthey �nd that the announement had a signi�ant negative impat in thebeef, pet food, animal feed, and dairy setors and a positive on other meatssetors (in fat, the e�et on 24 ompanies' stok pries was tested individ-ually).The StarLink episode provides a good ase for studying the e�etof market signals related to GMOs on �nanial markets. StarLink is agenetially modi�ed orn variety by Aventis whih was only approved as ananimal fodder, but not for human onsumption beause there were onernsthat it ould ause allergi reations in humans. Nevertheless, the StarLinkorn found its way into the food hain. Friends of the Earth found traesof StarLink orn in tao bells whih the Washington Post reported on 18September 2000. Prompted by this report numerous other foods were testedand realled when traes were found. Golub, Wilson & Featherstone (2004)analyse the e�et these realls had on Kraft Food's and Kellogg's' stokpries as well as ConAgra's announement that it would lose its orn millbeause it ould not rule that it had reeived ontaminated orn. They donot �nd any reations of their stok pries to these events, though.Carter & Smith (2004) use the relative prie of a substitute (RPS)method to evaluate the impat of the StarLink episode. It builds on theforeast of a oningration model, here orn and sorghum, both onsideredsubstitutes. They �nd that the StarLink ontamination lowered US ornpries by about 6.8 perent for at least a year (Carter & Smith 2004, 2).Parell & Kalaitzandonakes study the reation of soybean futures �the dependent variable of this study, too � to announements of major food



Literature Review 20retailers to ban bioengineered rops from their produts. They use dailydata from the Chiago Board of Trade (CBOT) on the pries hanges ofsoybean futures of the period January 1995 through Deember 2000 as wellas soybean futures from the Tokyo Grain Exhange (TGE) for the periodMay 2000 to Deember 2001, whih are GMO-free. They test eight banannounements mostly from European retailers and some others outsideEurope, though it remains unlear whih preisely. They do not �nd anye�et either on the CBOT nor on the TGE soybean futures pries nor doesthe premium of GM to non-GM soybean futures at the TGE hange hangenotieably. Their onlusion is that the markets did not interpret the banannounements as indiators for a onsiderable demand shift towards GM-free rops. However, as they admit, soybeans are mainly used as animalfeed, so the food retailer's ban announements were not really relevant tothe soybean market. Non-politial events did not seem to have stirred om-modity markets.In a previous study, Parell & Kalaitzandonakes (2001) estimate theimpat of the level of media overage of several international newspapers onbiotehnology and 200 reall/ban announements on orn futures from theCBOT for the period 1990 to 2000. They �nd no e�et of the newspaperoverage and onlude that the share of non-transgeni orn is small relativeto transgeni orn. The level variable, however, annot apture whether thenews was bad or simply a fatual report. Surprsingly, they �nd ban/reallannounements to have a positive impat on pries.Dohlmann, Hall & Somwaru (2002) ondut an event study linkingthe prie of seed ompanies to events relevant to the biotehnology setor.They selet 13 events and �ve seed ompanies for the year 1998 and 19events and four seed ompanies for the year 1999. They divide their eventsinto three ategories, namely `regulatory ations'; `rop handler', `proessorsand retailer announements' as well as `environment, health or legal news'.Regulatory events had the strongest negative impat on biotehnology �rms'stok prie � in fat, all their events are ontra-biotehnology and they donot sample `good news'.To summarise, there are some event studies on the e�ets of events re-lated to GMO in food and feed. However, hardly any study expliitly statesas a framework redistribution while studying the on�it over GMOs. Asa result, the literature has two shortomings from a politial eonomy per-spetive, namely a fous on the North Amerian market and on non-politialevents. Carter & Smith (2004) searh for a redistributive e�et among two



Literature Review 21ommodities on the US market due to a ontimation with GM orn and Par-ell & Kalaitzandonakes's (2004) attempt to show a hange in the relativeprie of GM and non-GM at the Tokyo Grain Exhange. The notable exep-tion of an anlysis of politial events is Dohlmann, Hall & Somwaru (2002).Their sample of politial events is, however, very limited. What is lakingis a omprehensive analysis of the politial signals regarding the prospetsof GM rops. Seond, there is little knowledge on the reation of �nanialmarkets other than the US'. This is surprising as the desriptive evidenegiven in Setion 2.4 suggests that there must have been bene�iaries fromEurope's market losure to GM rops. Brazil and the EU hardly grew anyGM rops and should have bene�ted from a GM ban, yet their agriulturalommodity markets lak any researh. This study is an attempt to losethis gap. Seond, from a politial eonomy perspetive I fous on politialevents in the expliit searh for redistribution of inome through politis.



Chapter 4Theory
The objetive of this hapter is develop hypotheses evaluating how the po-litial dispute between the EU and the US impated derivative markets ofagriultural ommodities. In the beginning, I sketh the theory of futurespriing in Setion 4.1 for two reasons. First, a basi understanding of futurespriing is neessary to understand how futures pries re�et the expetede�et of regulation on supply and demand of the underlying asset and thushow politial events show up in futures pries. Seond, the theory of fu-tures pries mandates several ontrol variables in a time series regression.Then, I explain in Setion 4.2 the assumption of semi-strong e�ient �nan-ial markets neessary for the event study approah to be valid. I expoundthe theoretial model how traders in international agriultural ommoditymarkets reat to the dispute between the EU and US into in Setion 4.3.In the end, I derive the hypotheses to be tested.4.1 Theory of Futures PriingThe aim of this researh projet is to demonstrate redistributive e�etsof politis. I use agriultural ommodity futures for doing so. Therefore,a basi understanding of agriultural ommodity futures is a prerequisite.Futures are based on forwards and belong to the seurity lass of derivatives.A derivative is an instrument whose value depends on the value of anotherasset, the `underlying' asset. I start o� by introduing the mehanis offorwards and futures and then go on to the theories of futures priing whihwill give an indiation as to whih ontrol variables are neessary in a timeseries analysis.
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Theory of Futures Priing 23Forwards A forward ontrat is an agreement between two parties aboutthe future transation of an asset and a orresponding payment in the fu-ture. There are always two sides to a forward ontrat and the sum of alloutstanding forward ontrats is zero. In other words, to every person hav-ing the right to buy an asset in the future, there is a person obliged to sellthe asset.Futures The main di�erene between a forward and a futures is the trans-ation of gains and losses due to the divergene of the spot prie and theontrat prie (Grinblatt & Titman 2001, 219). Pro�ts and losses in a for-ward are realised on the delivery date. For instane, someone who bought aforward at a prie above the spot prie on the delivery day makes a loss; oneould have bought the asset heaper in the spot market. The total pro�t(loss) is the spot prie on the delivery day minus the futures prie agreedin the ontrat ST − F0. The total sum of pro�ts (losses) is the same fora futures, however, the pro�ts (losses) aumulate every day between theontrat making and maturity. It is
F1−F0 for the di�erene between the day 1 and day 0 futurespries on date 1
F2 − F1 earned (lost) on date 2and so forth until maturity whenever
FT−1 − FT−2 is earned (lost) on date T − 1 and
St − FT−1 is earned (lost) on the delivery day.In all, the pro�t (loss) equals the spot prie at delivery minus the futuresprie ST − F0. The sum of daily pro�ts (losses) adds up to the pro�t (loss)made on a forward ontrat but the timing of the ash �ow di�ers. Dueto the re-settling of the ontrat prie every evening, futures are less risky(Hull 2003).Beause futures are tradable, the ontrat spei�ations are standard-ised. Usually, the exhange spei�es suh things as delivery date and forommodities delivery loation, quality and quantity. Next to ommodities,derivatives are widely traded for U.S. treasury bond futures with long ma-turities, Eurodollar futures on the LIBOR in three months time, and S&P500 futures on future level of the S&P 500 index and the leading urrenies.The value of futures is set to zero every evening sine the ontratprie is re-settled every evening. One ould oneive a futures a string of



Theory of Futures Priing 24forwards where the ontrat prie is rewritten every day while the maturitydate remains onstant. Beause the futures ontrat is rewritten every day,the futures prie is equal to the spot on the delivery date. For example, thefutures prie of a soybean delivery in May is equal to the spot prie in May.Theories of futures priing link the spot prie of the underlying asset to thefutures prie.4.1.1 Cost-of-Carry ModelThe ost-of-arry models links the spot prie to futures prie based on theonept of arbitrage. Arbitrage in the strit sense is a �trade to generatea risk-free pro�t without investment� (Kolb & Overdahl 2005, 106). Theost-of-arry model predits that the futures prie equals the spot prie plusthe ost of arrying the underlying asset into the future. There should be noarbitrage opportunity between buying an asset in the spot market, selling afutures and arrying the asset into future. Carrying the asset into the futuresentails some ost, the ost-of-arry whih is also alled arrying harge.Carrying harges enompass storage osts, insurane osts, transportationosts and �naning osts and an vary widely between assets. Let me setout the onept with a view on agriultural ommodities.Cash-and-Carry Arbitrage Let us onsider what is alled Cash-and-Carry Arbitrage. An arbitrageur ould buy an asset in the spot marketat time t = 0 with borrowed money. At the same time, he sells a futuresontrat for the asset. If the futures prie is higher than the loan plusinterest, whih the arbitrageur an easily ompute, he will make a pro�tupon delivery of the futures ontrat. In order to prevent arbitrage, thefutures prie must be less than or equal to the spot prie of the ommodityplus the arrying harge. Formally this is:
F0,t ≤ S0(1 + C) (4.1)where F0,t is the futures prie at t = 0 for delivery time t, S0 is thespot prie at time t = 0 and C is the ost of arry, expressed as a frationof the spot prie.Reverse Cash-and-Carry Arbitrage There arises an arbitrage oppor-tunity if the spot prie plus the ost-of-arry exeeds the futures prie. The



Theory of Futures Priing 25arbitrage strategy would be as follows: Sell the asset in the spot short andloan the proeeds while buying futures at the same time. At the deliverydate, the arbitrageur gains the proeeds of the loan and would repay theshort-sold asset with the delivery of the futures whih would be a risk-freestrategy. Therefore the spot prie plus the ost of arry should not be higherthan the futures prie. Expressing this mathematially, we have:
F0,t ≥ S0(1 + C) (4.2)Combining Equations 4.1 and 4.2 we derive:
F0,t = S0(1 + C) (4.3)In the same fashion one an dedue that the prie of futures with ashorter maturity should equal the prie of futures with a longer maturityplus the ost of arry. Note that these results are based on the assumptionof perfet markets, i.e. there are no transation osts and there is freeontrating. There are, however, hardly any truly perfet markets andseveral fators in�uene the ost of arry C.Let us now venture to imperfet markets and analyse how agriul-tural ommodity futures ould possibly be pried. Generally, there are foursoures of imperfetion to markets: diret transation osts, unequal bor-rowing and lending rates, margins and restritions on short selling, andlimitations to storage. In evaluating the priing of agriultural ommodityfutures, storability is a ritial issue. Only ommodities that an be storedan be arried into the future and thus serve as the underlying asset to afutures. Impaired storability sets limits to the possibility of arbitrage. Goldis perhaps the most durable good � its implied repo rate is very lose to theatual repo rate (Kolb & Overdahl 2005, 124) � and fresh eggs are probablyone of least durable goods for whih a futures existed (at the Chiago Mer-antile Exhange). There are several reasons why agriultural ommoditymarkets are imperfet: short selling is di�ult, the prodution is seasonaland the storability is limited. Another reason why the agriultural om-modity futures markets are imperfet is a onveniene yield.Agriultural ommodities ould have a onveniene yield to food man-ufaturers. Conveniene yield means that the holder derives a utility just byholding the ommodity, therefore also named storage model. For example,a manufaturer buys a vital input well in advane before atually needing



Theory of Futures Priing 26it beause the whole prodution would grind to a halt if that input misses.Then the spot prie exeeds the futures prie and the nearby futures exeedsthe distant futures and the market is in bakwardation. The opposite to amarket in bakwardation is a market in ontango, i.e. nearby futures arebelow distant futures. Note that bakwardation is distint to the theory ofnormal bakwardation whih I disuss next.4.1.2 Theory of Normal BakwardationThe theory of normal bakwardation predits the spot and futures prierelation by the di�erent behaviour of market partiipants. Above I disussedwhy futures pries an deviate from the spot prie. So one ould supposethat futures pries should at least equal the expeted spot prie due to thelaw of arbitrage. However, there are limits to arbitrage and not everybodyin the market is a speulator. There are roughly two groups in the futuresmarket: speulators and hedgers who have di�erent attitudes to risk.Hedgers use the futures market to redue their exposure to spot prie�utuations. A farmer ould, for instane, sell the entire (expeted) harvestupon planting. He does not risk ahieving a prie below his prodution ostsalthough he might forgo a pro�t if the spot prie in the future is above thefutures prie. Hedgers sell futures, they are `short a futures'.The seond group in the market are speulators and they should buyfutures and bear the risk that the spot prie is the below the futures prieand they pay too muh for the ommodity on the delivery date. Speulatorsdo not atually need the ommodity so why should they enter the ontrat?(Indeed, most futures are `losed out' before delivery meaning a trader whosold a futures buys one.) Speulators trade, of ourse, for a pro�t whihthey reap by entering only those ontrats that are below the expeted spotprie. Although expeted future prie are not preditable they should beon average, losses and gains average out in the long run and speulatorsexpet a pro�t based on the distribution of expeted future pries the meanbeing above the futures prie. Therefore, the futures prie an diverge fromthe expeted spot prie. The extent of the divergene between futures prieand expeted spot prie depends on the risk aversion urves of the hedgersand the speulators and whether hedgers want to be net long or net short.This theory was developed by Keynes (1930) and Hiks (1950) and is alledthe theory of normal bakwardation. Aording to the theory futures pries



Theory of Futures Priing 27should rise over their lifetime1. In their view, hedgers are net short futuresand speulators are net long futures. Hene, futures pries should rise asthey approah maturity and require the researher to ontrol for this in astatistial analysis.4.1.3 Capital Asset Priing ModelThe Capital Asset Priing Model (CAPM) is a general theory how to prieassets and has been applied to futures as well. The CAPM shows that thevariane of the returns of an asset is unimportant for the expeted return.What is important is the ovariane of an asset's returns with the marketreturn, saled by the variane of the market returns. The ovariane of theasset's returns with the market is the systemati risk, so even diversi�ationannot eradiate this risk. Only the systemati risk should be ompensatedbeause unsystemati risk is avoidable through diversi�ation. The CAPMmodel is
E(Rj) = r + βj [E(Rm) − r] (4.4)where r is the risk-free rate and E(Rj) is the expeted return on asset

j, E(Rm) is the expeted return on the market portfolio and βj is the `beta'of asset j. The CAPM measures the systemati risk of an asset by β orto what a degree the asset moves `along with the market'. β is usuallyestimated from a regression suh as the following:
rj,t = αj + βjrm,t + εj,t (4.5)where rj,t is the return on asset j in the tth period, rm,t is the returnon the market in the tth period, αj the onstant, and εj,t the residual errorfor day t. A β = 1 means that the asset bears the same inherent risk asthe market portfolio. The asset should then earn the return of the marketportfolio. A β = 0 indiates that the asset is risk-free and it should earnthe risk-free rate of interest.Empirial evidene on the CAPM as well as the theory of normalbakwardation for futures markets is mixed. Both theories �nd approxi-1Empirially, futures pries and spot pries do not always onverge in the month ofmaturity (Rausser & Carter 1983, 474).



An Assumption: E�ient Finanial Markets 28mately equal numbers of support and opposition in empirial studies (Kolb& Overdahl 2005, 134).Conlusion The objet of this setion has been to show how the e�etsregulation may ultimately show up in futures pries . I skethed the me-hanis of futures pries to show how futures link the expeted prie of theunderlying asset to a �nanial asset beause analysing futures is fairly novelin the politial eonomy of �nanial markets; other asset lasses are betterknown.Seond, theoretial onsiderations ited above mandate the followingontro variables in a time series analysis. First, a variable for the time-to-maturity e�et both in the mean funtion as well as in the variane funtion.Seond, a variable for the seasonal e�et in the variane funtion, but notin the mean funtion beause it should be independent of seasonal e�ets(Blak 1976a). The exat spei�ation is disussed in due ourse (Setion5.5.3 on time series spei�ation).4.2 An Assumption: E�ient Finanial Mar-ketsThere are two main strands of theory in �nane: First, the e�ient markethypothesis put forward by Fama (1965) and seond `behavioural �nane'. Inorder to be valid, this study assumes semi-strong e�ieny in �nanial mar-kets. This setion skethes the foundation of the e�ient market hypothe-sis and brie�y states the arguments against the e�ient-market hypothesis,oming in the form of behavioural �nane. This setion, however, does notsurvey the state of the disussion on market e�ieny versus behavioural�nane sine the thesis uses the semi-strong e�ieny as an assumption �standard in event studies � and I have no desire to ontribute diretly tothis ontroversy.4.2.1 E�ient Market HypothesisE�ieny with regard to �nanial markets usually refers to informationale�ieny. `Informationally e�ient' means that pries re�et all availableand relevant information. Thinkable are also operationally e�ient �nanialmarkets, i.e. the trade is onduted e�iently and reliably, or alloationally



An Assumption: E�ient Finanial Markets 29e�ient, i.e. money goes to the most produtive investments (Howells &Bain 2005). `E�ieny' refers hereinafter to informational e�ieny.The e�ient markets hypothesis (EMH) has three foundations (Shleifer2000):1. Traders are rational,2. trades of irrational traders are unsystemati and thus anel out inthe mean,3. where irrational traders at systematially, rational traders will takeadvantage of this through arbitrage and thus drive the irrational tradersout of the market.There are three forms of the EMH aording to Fama (1970):1. The weak form states that all information of the past is inorporatedinto the prie. Past movements of the prie do not allow preditionsof prie movement in the future.2. The semi-strong form states that all publi information is inor-porated, meaning that information on the order book or turn-overrenders no superior preditions.3. The strong form postulates that all publi and all private informa-tion is re�eted by the prie. This means that even insider tradingdoes not render sustained exess returns.Tests for the semi-strong form are studies of the impat of (the an-nounement of) publi information on asset pries. Earning announements,stok splits announements or seondary o�erings are suh examples. Noneof the tests are �nal, yet the hope is that the quantity of supportive stud-ies `establishes' the hypothesis of semi-strong e�ient �nanial markets(Fama 1970, 404).The strong form says that there are no individuals with monopolis-ti aess to information. In favour of this hypothesis is the �nding thatmost funds are unable to outperform the market over more than a oupleof years; put di�erently: individuals are rarely better at gathering informa-tion without others notiing (Malkiel 2003, 60). However, most evidenesuggests that insider knowledge provides an edge over others. Although



An Assumption: E�ient Finanial Markets 30`speial knowledge' does not seem to provide sustained exess returns, in-sider knowledge does provide the opportunity to beat the market and thestrong form does not hold.4.2.2 Behavioural FinaneAlthough the EMH has found widespread support in the 1970s � at least inthe weak and semi-strong form � anomalies have been found that indiatethat �nanial markets do not at rationally at all times. Examples are thedi�erent pries of Shell and Royal Duth, the former listed in London andthe latter in Amsterdam, although both stoks lay laim to the very samestream of revenue or the spin o� of Palm by 3om, where traders impliitlyvalued 3om at minus $ 22 billion by utterly overpriing Palm (Lamont &Thaler 2003).The ounterattak against the EMH runs under the �ag of `behavioural�nane'. Behavioural �nane is �[...℄ the study of human fallibility inompetitive markets� (Shleifer 2000, 22). It has two neessary onditions(Shleifer 2000):1. Traders behave irrational,2. Arbitrage opportunities are imperfet.There are numerous examples and experiments demonstrating thathumans not always behave rationally. An e�ort to model deision mak-ing di�erent than by expeted utility theory is the `prospet theory' byKahnemann & Tversky (1979) with a non-linear risk a�nity funtion. Fur-thermore, humans update information not always in a Baysian fashion, i.e.the time horizon is too short and the deision often depends on the framingof the question (Shleifer 2000, Thaler 2000).There are limits to arbitrage. In order to exerise an arbitrage oppor-tunity, one needs a substitute for the mispried asset. However, there doesnot always exist a substitute. The arbitrageur bets on the losure of themispriing. This an, however, take longer than expeted or the mispriingould even widen. The former requires her to hold the position and payinterest. The latter ase is the graver problem: It ould drive the arbi-trageur out of the market. She has to provide ollateral for the disrepanybetween market prie and her position whih an beome una�ordable. Themost spetaular ase was the failure of Long Term Capital Management



The Theoretial Model 31(LTCM) in 1998, a hedge fund with a notional exposure of $ 1.25 trillionor 5 perent of entire global market. Daniel, Hirshleifer & Subrahmanyam(1997) and Barberis, Shleifer & Vishny (1998) attempt to inorporate the�ndings into a oherent theory, rather than a list of anomalies (Fama 1998,285).Conlusion Malkiel (2003, 60) states that �[. . . ℄ our stok markets arefar more e�ient and far less preditable than some reent aademi paperswould have us believe� but this still leaves open the question whether it isjusti�ed to assume semi-strong e�ieny for futures markets. Rausser &Carter (1983) question the e�ieny of ommodity futures markets, albeitin a statistial sense, whereas Carter (1999) �nds in a survey of ommodityfutures markets that most event studies on�rm the e�ieny of ommod-ity futures markets. Kenyon, Jones & MGuirk (1993) �nd that orn andsoybean futures ontrats are only a fair preditor of the spot prie owing toyield unertainty. However, there is no evidene that derivative markets ofagriultural ommodities behave fundamentally di�erent than other assetmarkets. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume semi-strong e�ieny for fu-tures markets and that pries re�et all relevant and available information.4.3 The Theoretial ModelPolitis is about `who gets what, when and how' aording to Lasswell(1950) and politial eonomy holds as a entral premise that politis, aswell as markets lead to resoure alloation (Tullok 2005, Drazne 2002,Krueger 1974, Tullok 1967). Politial di�erenes between people and thepolitial parties they vote for an thus be seen as a manifestation of thediverse interests of distribution of inome within soiety. Politial sienehas inreasingly taken an interest in how governments and politial partiestake into aount the distributive demands of their voters and of interestgroups as well as to what degree they atually ful�l these demands andredistribute inome within soiety (Behtel 2006) and I extend this to inter-national trade. Redistribution due to politial deisions an not only takeplae within nations, but also aross nations. My general argument is thatEuropean regulation of GMOs has had a redistributive e�et from regionswho adopted GM rops to those regions who did not.The European Union is a rare example of onsious and expliit re-



The Theoretial Model 32distribution among nation states. Otherwise, the distribution of inomeaross nations and between groups of di�erent nations is a�eted indiretlyby trade poliy � and other fators suh as omparative advantages whihI disregard in this study. While trade poliy was liberal in the beginningof the 20th entury, tari�s were ommon after the Seond World War. TheGeneral Agreements on Tari�s and Trade (GATT) ulminating in the foun-dation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995 have made tari�some out of fashion and opened up eonomies to international trade (seeMilner (1999) on a politial-eonomy explanation). While restritions atthe border haven been slashed, national regulation an still serve as a pro-tetive measure and poliy makers as well as sientists have notied this`shift inwards' of trade poliy (Kahler 1985, Young & Peterson 2006). Pol-iy makers built into the WTO Agreement On The Appliation Of SanitaryAnd Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) the priniple that any measure taken�is based on sienti� priniples and is not maintained without su�ientsienti� evidene� (SPS Agreement, Artile 2) in order to minimise thepossibility of states to use SPS measures as de fato protetion of domes-ti markets (f. Powell 1999, Iaovone 2003). However, Roberts notes that86 perent of non-tari� barriers to trade world wide use `risk redution' asa justi�ation and onjetures �that the large unertainties and relativelyimmature state of risk assessment for biologial hazards o�er, in some in-stanes, a onvenient veil for regulatory protetionism� (1999, 349) andWeyerbrok & Xia (2000) predit a proliferation of SPS disputes in inter-national trade (f. for the analysis of non-tehnial barriers to trade inagriulture Roberts 1998, Roberts 1999, Roberts, Josling & Orden 1999).Based on the eonomi premise of omparative advantages, the over-all welfare inreases through free trade. Yet, nations repeatedly spoilt theirseemingly own interests by restriting free trade and politial siene hastried to explain this. Realist hold that the international system is oined byanarhy and state seek to survive (Morgenthau 1967, Waltz 1979). Coop-eration is impossible when there is no enforement of agreements. Realismhas been guilty of negleting the domesti formation of national poliiespostulating that states are rational, unitary ators. They merely onedethat there is an �[. . . ℄ impat of domesti institutional onditions on theinterpretation by states of their position in the international system [. . . ℄�(Grieo 1990, 25). There are other theories of foreign poliy formulationnamely funtionalism (Haas), bureaurati politis (Allison), interdepen-dene and transnationalism (Nye and Keohane) and struturalism (Kras-



The Theoretial Model 33ner, Katzenstein). These theories are all state entri and geared towardsforeign poliy explanation.In ontrast, politial eonomy approahes to international trade dis-solve the state as the unitary ator and trade positions an be traed tothe interplay of domesti politis. Most rational theories of poliy formu-lation and interest group in�uene hold onentrated interests groups morein�uential than more disbursed interests, for instane, produer versus on-sumer interests (e.g. Krugman & Obstfeld 2006, Mitra 1999, Grossman &Helpman 1994, Hartigan, Perry & Kamma 1986, Olson 1970). A modelof the interest group and voter in�uene an thus explain the trade poliyposition of a state in the international system.The questions arises whether the strong European farmer lobby su-eeded in proteting itself and, the �ip side, why vested interests in bioteh-nology, in�uential pharmaeutial and hemial onglomerates baking thetehnology, failed in opening the European market to bioengineered foods.Meins ompared the relative in�uene of interest groups in the �eld ofbiotehnology in Europe and the US, and ame to the onlusion that thedisintegration of European biotehnology setor and the strong NGO in�u-ene on publi opinion resulted in the rigid regulatory framework (Meins(2003), Bernauer & Meins (2003); see Rosendal (2005) in the same line)whih some even termed a `onsumer apture' (Josling 1999). Regardlessof the reason for the GMO regulation it is more than likely that it has hada de fato protetive e�et and thus funtioned as trade poliy (see Setion2.4 above for desriptive evidene). The objet of this thesis is to proofthat traders antiipated this and updated their expetations in reation topolitial signals.It is is di�ult to link politial events ausally to its e�ets. Thelong-term e�ets are often hard to �nd. Therefore, politial eonomy shol-ars have more and more utilised short-term prie hanges not only to linkpoliies to redistribution but also to gauge the magnitude of the redistribu-tion. Short-term e�ets are hard to �nd in trade �gures, though, beauseof their `stikiness'. In ontrast, �nanial markets inorporate new infor-mation swiftly whih allows the researher to make inferene about theredistributive e�et of an event or a ertain type of event. Derivate mar-kets Finanial markets allow link regulation Therefore, I guide my quest to�nanial markets as well.As noted above in Setion 4.1, a futures ontrat lays laim to an



The Theoretial Model 34asset to be delivered in the future and the value of the futures ontrat islinked to the expeted spot prie of the underlying asset. The value of theunderlying asset depends on demand and supply prevailing in the future.In international trade demand and supply an be in�uened by a hange intrade poliy. European regulation e�etively barred GM rops from enteringthe European markets and thus limited international demand for the GMrops and limited the supply of the rop in Europe. Hene, there was anegative supply shok in Europe and a negative demand shok in exportingountries and traders of futures should have taken notie of this2. Thusfutures pries should re�et the expeted shift in demand and supply dueto the regulation.I adapt the theory of the politial eonomy of �nanial markets toommodity futures markets. Let us reapitulate the eletoral informationhypothesis whih rests on two ideas. First, traders deem di�erent politialparties to pursue distint eonomi poliies leading to diverse maroeo-nomi outomes, e.g. di�erent rates of in�ation whih, in turn, determinesthe real return of an investment. Seond, when traders pereive a hange inthe likelihood of a hange of the partisan omposition in government theyinorporate this into pries. Hene, eonomi equilibria adjusts to polit-ial equilibria and smoothly so for mature politial equilibria (Hays, Stix& Freeman 2000). However, Mosley (2004) notes that investors in matureeonomies wath �rst and foremost maroeonomi fundamentals whereasPrast & de Vor (2005) argue that this holds mainly for the US eonomy.Applying these arguments to international trade, traders should normallydisregard politis in Transatlanti trade. Only when trade poliy � in formof regulatory measures � a�ets the fundamentals traders should take note.I argue that EU regulation was disruptive enough and �nanial market an-alysts took the dispute into aount when making their prie expetationsof agriultural ommodities.The politial unertainty regarding the future regulation of GMOsin Europe at the end of the 1990s was tremendous. The dispute between2Note that a `shok' to demand or supply is not equivalent to a `shok' to �nanialmarkets. The time horizons are very di�erent. The eonomi literature treats, for in-stane, the introdution of more e�ient prodution proesses suh as GM rops as a`supply shok' whih an still take months or years to take e�et. The word `shok'with respet to �nanial markets means that the event was unforeseen. Pries in e�ient�nanial markets re�et all relevant and available information so the report of a regula-tory event that a�ets international trade should be inorporated into the prie swiftly,meaning days.



The Theoretial Model 35the EU and US, extended in other fora suh as the UN or the WTO, butthe regulatory handling of GMOs was highly ontested within the EU, too.Members states suh as the Netherlands and Great Britain favoured regu-lation whih would have allowed GM rops to enter the EU market whereasstates suh as Frane, Austria and Greee insisted that the risk was un-known and hene the preautionary priniple pertinent. The opponents,albeit being in the minority, ould yield a veto in the Counil and thus theCounil opposed the ommerialisation of GMOs in the late 1990s. In on-trast, the European Commission worried that Europe would loose groundin a prospetive market and favoured a pragmati approah. In sum, theleavages ran between member states and between European institutionsas well. Hene, it was far from lear who would win in the politial battlewithin the EU and thus there was onsiderable politially indued uner-tainty as to the osts and the sale opportunities of GM rops. So traders ofommodities futures should have kept a lose eye on the development in theEU and fora where supporters and opponents of the new tehnology wran-gled over its regulation. The politial equilibrium was unsteady and henethe eonomi equilibrium should have mirrored its ourse. Therefore, I ex-pet ommodity futures pries to adapt to politial events in a preditablefashion.The passing of legislation ould be a signal to market partiipants,but it is not neessarily when traders learnt of the legislation. It is saveto say that they often antiipate the outome of a legislative ats. Theoutome is usually lear prior to the �nal vote, sometimes only the formalnod. Therefore, many studies of legislation look into the days prior itspassing to �nd the adjustment of traders and so do I. I test whether tradersantiipate the e�et of the legislation prior to its adoption although doing sohas its shortomings. Traders ould have deided even earlier than a oupleof days before the adoption that the legislation is going to ome and madetheir priing upon this assumption. In this ase, I will miss the impat andwill falsely assume that there is none. Paramount is to know when exatlytraders hear about legislation in proess (Setion 5.3 below desribes how adeal with the issue.).So how do I expet traders to inorporate information about regula-tion regarding GMOs in food or feed? Politial events an in�uene futurespries in two ways. First, they an inrease or derease the prie of agriul-tural ommodity futures. Seond, events an in�uene the variane of dailyreturns of futures. Aktas, de Bodt & Levasseur (2000, 2004) distinguish a



The Theoretial Model 36`prie e�et' versus a `heterogeneity e�et of an event. Prie e�et refers toa revaluation of an asset by a lear signal without inreasing the varianeor even dereasing the volatility by dereasing unertainty. Heterogeneitye�et means that the event sends an ambiguous signal to markets. Thisinreases the heterogeneity of beliefs among investors about the value ofthe asset without hanging the prie on average. A event may have bothe�ets as well. I �rst elaborate on how pries may be a�eted and then howvolatility reats in what follows.4.3.1 The Prie of Agriultural Commodity FuturesBased on the di�erent adoption rates of biotehnology in agriultural, eo-nomi trade models allow an estimate of the e�et of quasi protetive regu-lation. There are at least two simulation studies based on eonomi theoryon how regulation of GMOs in food and feed of the EU should have a�etedmajor trading partners in the world. These simulation studies are based onthe neo-lassial trade partial-equilibrium theory and suggest how welfare,demand and supply, and distribution are e�eted (Flatau & Shmitz 2005).The models indiate that there are redistributive e�ets and pries shouldfall in the US stronger than in Europe if there was an import ban in Eu-rope. Pries should fall in Europe, too, beause the adoption of GM issaid to yield greater harvests of around 2 perent, eonomists term this`a supply shok', even if it banned GM imports (Flatau & Shmitz 2005,8). However, pries fall less than in other regions whih adopted GM andreap bigger harvests. Jakson & Anderson (2003) orroborate this �ndingin that inome of farmers may fall in the US as well as in Europe due tothe adoption of GM rops but in Europe less than in the US. However, they�nd that pries of agriultural goods in Europe should, in fat, rise if GMrops were banned. In sum, eonomi theory applied in simulation studiesorroborates that pries of agriultural ommodities should rise in Europerelative to the US.I argue that US ommodity pries should fall relative European om-modity pries. Let me explain why I assume traders to expet GMO regu-lation to derease demand agriultural ommodities from the US. Soybeansdo not grow in Europe and it therefore imports soybeans in large quanti-ties. Soybeans are mainly used as animal fodder in Europe (99 perent)and, in fat, soybean meal is the main fodder soure in Europe (see Fig-ure 4.1). The EU onsumed 32,580,000 tons of soybean meal in the year



The Theoretial Model 372003/2004 of whih 99 perent were imported (FEFAC 2005, 52) a marketestimated to be worth $1,1 billion (Ekanem, Singh, Tegegne, Muhammad& Mafuyai-Ekanem 2001, 4). The pertinent European legislation regardingGMOs in food and feed passed over the last two deades applies to theseimports. However, produts suh as meat, eggs or diary produts from ani-mals fed with GMO fodder do not need to be labelled as �ontaining GMO�as laid down by Diretive 1830/2003, passed in 2003. The aveat ouldbe that, hene, soybean imports are not hampered by European legislationin any way. Yet, this aveat does not �y for four reasons. First, there isursory evidene that imports of soybean did dramatially derease in thestudied period and many ommentators pointed to the GMO dispute asthe ause (see Setion 2.4). Seond, it was far from lear during the late1990s how strit the labelling requirements would beome. Finanial mar-kets base their priing on expetations, so unertainty and bad news ouldhave pushed the prie. Third, animal feed needs to be labelled, too, whihould potentially sare away some ustomers beause onsumers ould �ndout that the food is from animals fed with GMO fodder. Fourth, labelling,traeability (and thus separation) requirements are ostly. For instane,the osts of separation are estimated to inrease the prie by 12 perent(Young 2001, 17) making GMO fodder less ompetitive.Soybeans are mostly used as fodder, but not exlusively. GMO soy-bean produts an hardly be used in food produts destined for the Euro-pean market as they would need to be labelled as �ontaining GMO� whihwould likely be boyotted by European onsumers. Out of fear of a boyottmany food ompanies have prolaimed to use only GMO-free ingredients (f.Dohlmann, Hall & Somwaru (2002), Parell & Kalaitzandonakes (2004)).Although only around one perent of the soybeans exported are used infood, this ould still be felt.The question �Who lost?�, in this ase potentially US farmers, natu-rally awakes the demand for answering �Who gained?�, too. The previousparagraph established my argument that US soybean exports ould havelost out due to European legislation. European importers have used USsoybeans mainly as animal fodder. So if US pries speak to the angst ofbeing shut out of the European market, European importers ould havereasonably feared that they needed another soure of animal fodder. Sowhat is the potential substitute for US soybeans? Presumably, soybeansfrom another origin than the US. Argentina and Brazil are the two mainimport soures for the EU. (The US, Brazil and Argentina totalled 96 per-
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Figure 4.1 EU Consumption of Protein-Rih Feed Materials in 2003/2004Note: Values denote perent. Soure: FEFAC (2005, 52)ent of EU soybean imports in 1999.) However, in Argentina the share ofGM rops has been even higher than in the US and there was no segre-gation in Argentina and thus �it is very likely that animal feedstu� in theEU onsisting of or ontaining soy imported from these ountries [US andArgentina℄ ontain GMOs� (European-Commisson 2000, 88). In ontrast,Brazilian soy ould have been onsidered GM free. A Brazilian ourt rul-ing prohibited growing GM rops in 1999 and authorities o�ially enforedthis ruling. However, there were reports that GM seed were fraudulentlyimported from Argentina and up to 10 perent of the rop area in Brazilwas in fat GM rops (European-Commisson 2000, 12). Europe grows loseto 100 perent of the orn it onsumes itself (FEFAC 2005, 52). Hene,Brazilian soy might not have been seen as a perfet substitute.The EU dossier states that �[w℄hen the number of signi�ant exportersis limited as is the ase for soybeans, it is even more di�ult to �nd alter-native suppliers� and that �there is ertain sope to substitute soy by otherproduts� (European-Commisson 2000, 90). Hene, traders may reasonablyhave speulated that soybean are substituted with other rops. What isa possible substitute for soybeans? It is European orn. After soybeanorn gluten is the seond largest animal feed in Europe (see Figure 4.1) and58 perent of the maize grown was used as animal feed in the US in 1998(Babok & Beghin 1999, 3). So lost US soybean imports may have beensubstituted with European orn.So, European orn may have bene�ted for two reasons from shrinking



The Theoretial Model 39US agriultural ommodity imports. First, it may have served as a substi-tute for soybeans and seond US orn must have been onsidered ontam-inated with GM rops thus was barred from importing as well. After thesimple priniple of supply and demand pries should rise due to a dereasein supply and thus European orn ould bene�t. Traders have antiipatedthese shifts in demand and supply due to European GM regulation andupdated their expetations when politial news beame publi.Hypothesis 1 Events signalling the losure of the European market to GMrops dereased the prie of derivatives on agriultural ommodities from theUS and inreased the prie of derivatives on agriultural ommodities goodsfrom the EU.Hypothesis 2 Events signalling the opening of the European market to GMrops inreased the prie of derivatives on agriultural ommodities from theUS and dereased the prie of derivatives on agriultural ommodities goodsfrom the EU.These hypotheses require a de�nition of `losure' and `opening'. Gen-erally, I understand under `events that lose' measures taken by the EUinstitutions that make it more di�ult and ostlier for produers to om-merialise GM produts in Europe. We an swith this general wording ofregulation to trade beause the regulation de fato applied only to imports.Then `lose' means that events that make it more di�ult and ostlier toexport GM produts to the European Union. Conversely, `open' meansthat measures make it easier and heaper to ommerialise (export) GMproduts in the European Union. The European Union was not the onlyplayer, though. Member states played an important role as well. First, ofourse, as delegates to the European Counil. Seond, many member statespassed legislation in addition to European legislation � or even in on�itwith. So, member states have taken measure as well that losed or openedtheir market. A trade war requires two parties and the US has not beentotally idle. The US threatened to take the issue to the WTO, did so andwon the dispute in front of the WTO. I expet news of the WTO omplaintthat signalled that the European market would be opened to GM rops toinrease the prie of derivatives on US agriultural ommodity and dereasethe prie of derivatives on European agriultural ommodities.



The Theoretial Model 404.3.2 The Volatility of Agriultural Commodity Fu-tures PriesPolitially indued unertainty in the market an manifest itself not only inthe average pries but also in a hange in volatility. One an argue aboutthe e�et of events on volatility along the lines of whether the event wasexpeted or unexpeted, whether it onstitutes good or bad news or whetherthere was an event at all. Unfortunately, theory and empirial evideneare inonlusive regarding the onnetion between information arrival andvolatility.The simplest argument is that information arrival at markets leads tohigher volatility. In some studies prie volatility is even used as a proxy forinformation arrival at the market (Aktas, de Bodt & Levasseur 2000, 3).Unexpeted events shatter preditions of investors and lead them tore-evaluate their positions in the market. Therefore, unexpeted lead tohigher volatility and the underlying argument is similar to information-arrival argument. An example are the 9/11 attaks where a period of tran-quillity preeded a time of high volatility. Whereas unexpeted events leadto higher volatility, expeted events may or may not lead to a higher vari-ane depending on whether the event leads to higher or lower unertainty.Whether unertainty leads to higher or lower volatility is unlear as well.While Bittlingmayer (1998) argues that unertainty leads to higher volatil-ity, Leblang & Mukherjee (2004) ontend that unertainty leads to lowervolatility beause traders `hedge their bets' whih others all `wait and seestrategy'.Generally, bad news held to inrease volatility while good news de-reases volatility. There are several arguments for that suh as the leveragee�et (Blak 1976b) whih applies only to equity, though, and the volatility-feedbak hypothesis by Shwert (1989). If the prie of an asset depends onreturn and risk, i.e. variane of the returns, a hange in the expeted returnin�uenes the variane given a �xed prie. Hene, if the expeted returninreases, the variane should derease.For example, Herron (2000) states that the volatility in the equitymarket should have inreased upon a Labour win in the 1992 eletion. Es-sentially, an expeted event turned out bad and thus leads to higher volatil-ity. The notion bad news and unertainty inrease volatility is theoretiallysounder and reeives more empirial support. Therefore, I posit the follow-ing:



The Theoretial Model 41Hypothesis 3 Events that `losed' the European market to GM rops in-rease the volatility in ommodity markets both in the US and in Europe.Hypothesis 4 Events that `open' the European market to GM rops donot have an e�et the volatility in ommodity markets both in the US andin Europe.The next hapter expounds how I test these hypotheses.



Chapter 5Researh Design
This hapter expounds the researh design. The next setion explains theseletion of the partiular time series followed by a desription of the de-pendent variable in Setion 5.2, of the independent variables in Setion 5.3and the ontrol variables in Setion 5.4. Setion 5.5 explains the statistialproedures.5.1 Case SeletionThis setion explains why I hose ertain kinds of ommodity futures. Ideided against analysing equity stoks for two reasons. First, there are al-ready several studies that examine `the impat� of the dispute between theUS and the EU over GMO in food and feed on equity stoks of agriulturaland food ompanies. These studies did not operationalise the independentvariable, the dispute, as I do and newly onstruted independent variableould possibly be used in another study without it being redundant. Seond,there are hardly studies linking systematially politial events and agriul-tural futures markets � with the notable exeption of Guidolin & Ferrara(2005) � and, hene, analysing this seurity lass ontributes more to ourunderstanding of politial events and �nanial markets. A plausible aveatould be that ommodity futures and equity of agriultural ompanies arerelatively lose substitutes. Rouwenhorst & Gorton refute this argumentbeause they �nd that ommodity futures and agriultural ompanies, thelosest possible substitutes, orrelate only on 0.4 (2005, 26). In other words,ommodity ompany stoks and ommodity futures are no substitutes andthe impat of the dispute ould be substantially di�erent between agriul-tural ompanies stok and agriultural ommodity futures.42



Dependent Variable 43Why did I hoose a seurity and not ommodity spot prie to analysethe impat of the dispute of the EU and US over GMO in food and feed?There are three reasons for doing so. First, futures are more responsive tonew information than spot pries �rst beause spot pries re�et demandand supply whih hanges slowly and seond beause there are more speula-tors in futures markets making it more volatile (Guidolin & Ferrara 2005).Additionally, I sample quite a few legislative deision whose impat maynot be felt immediately beause legislation often take e�et only a oupleof months after having been passed. Futures pries speak to the estimatedimpat a ouple of months later, on the time of maturity. Seond, there areno single spot pries for the US but � next to irrelevant regional pries �pries at the great ports of the US. So rather than studying several priesI opt to for one asset that represents the whole North Amerian market.The Chiago Board of Trade (CBOT) is � next to the Chiago MerantileExhange (CME) � the greatest ommodity derivatives exhange and anbe deemed representative for the North Amerian market. The Euronext-Li�e is one of the largest derivatives exhanges world wide and the biggestommodity derivatives exhange in Europe and its orn futures is the farestbak-reahing futures data I am aware of.Why analyse soybean pries from the US, and not, for example, Brazilwho grows soybeans for export and has adopted bio-engineered rops to afair extent? The US is the largest ompound feed produer in the world,still three time larger than Brazil in 2005 (FEFAC 2006, 3) and there isno futures market in omparable size. The US market is deepest and mosta�eted in the world and thus o�ers itself as the target of a politial eon-omy study. The reason for analysing orn futures from Europe is that Ionjeture it to be a substitute for North Amerian soybeans (the details Iexplained in Setion 4.3).5.2 Dependent VariableThis setion disusses the dependent variables in detail, names the soures,presents some desriptive statistis and srutinises the properties of theseries in view of �nding the appropriate statistial proedure later.



Dependent Variable 445.2.1 The Soybean FuturesThe soybean futures is traded at the Chiago Board of Trade (CBOT)(whih merged reently with the Chiago Merantile Exhange to the worldbiggest derivatives exhange). The ontrat spei�ations1 do not mentionany requirements with regard to ontaining GMO-rops and, hene, mayontain GMO-rops. The ontrat is denoted in US dollar and is over 5,000bushels (1 bushel ≈ 35 litre). The last trading day is the last business daybefore the 15th alendar day of the ontrat months while there are ontratsfor January, Marh, May, July, August, September and November. The datawas retrieved from Thomson Finanial Datastream on 27 November 2006.The data are daily losing pries beginning in January 1990 and ends inNovember 2006, in all 4326 observations.Non-stationary data violates the Gauss-Markov assumption of on-stant mean and an lead to spurious regression results and false inferene.For the Augmented Dikey-Fuller rejets stationary of the data, �rst di�er-ening is alled for. Additionally, �rst di�erening eases the interpretationof the results and makes sense from a theoretial point of view, too, as I aminterested in short-term hanges of the ontrat prie and not in explainingthe level of the ontrat prie. By �rst logarithmising the data, usuallydone to explain variables with exponential growth rates in linear models,and then di�erening the data, one reeives `returns� or the daily perentagehange to the losing prie of the previous day whih renders meaningfulinterpretation easy, as Equation 5.1 depits.
∆ln(Yt) = ln(Yt) − ln(Yt−1) (5.1)Figure 5.1 depits the daily returns of the soybean futures in a spikegraph. The returns range between plus eight and minus eight perent whilethe extremes represent outliers2.There seem to be phases where the vari-1See http://www.bot.om/bot/pub/ont_detail/0,3206,959+14397,00.html, a-essed 22 September 2006.2I removed three outliers from the soybean futures series whih were six standarddeviations apart from the mean following Bester (1999). Admittedly, this is a naiveoutlier orretion, however, it is neessary beause all three outliers of the soy series wereon the �rst trading day of the respetive month and showed up as an ARCH e�et oforder 22s in subsequent regressions. Deleting the observations seems therefore justi�edin order to remove an ostensible ARCH e�et. There was only one event falling on aholiday and it was moved to the next business day. Then weekends and holidays weredropped, not interpolated.
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σ4(X) . For the ease of interpretation one entres thison zero by γ2 = β2 − 3, where γ2 = 0 means mesourti, γ2 > 0 means leptourti and
γ2 < 0 means playurti. The Gaussian standard normal distribution is the referenepoint and has a exess kurtosis of 0.4See http://www.euronext.om/trader/ontratspei�ations/derivative/, aessed01 November 2006

http://www.euronext.com/trader/contractspecifications/derivative/wide/0,5786,1732_6635209,00.html?euronextCode=EMA-PAR-FUT
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Independent Variable 48Table 5.1 Desriptive Statistis of the Time SeriesSoybeanFutures CornFutures CBR Com-modity In-dex DowJonesIndex DJEurox-stoxx50Mean 0.0001 0.0003 0.000 0.0003 0.000Standard Deviation 0.013 0.007 0.005 0.010 0.015Minimum -0.073 -0.048 -0.050 -0.166 -0.063Maximum 0.075 0.050 0.044 0.131 0.070Skewness -0.099 0.428 -0.005 -0.650 -0.006Exess Kurtosis 2.770 9.728 7.356 25.900 2.702Observations 4326 1819 4326 4326 1819to follow the same long term trends to some extent whih suggests a globalmarket for grains.5.3 Independent Variable`The dispute between the EU and the US over genetially modi�ed organ-isms in food and feed� is the independent variable of this study. I haveoperationalised the independent variable in sereval omplementary ways inview of the dependent variable. The dependent variable is a �nanial timeseries, the pries set by market partiipants. As �nanial theory holds,pries re�et all information available at that time and new informationis inorporated swiftly. Hene, I attempt to operationalise the independentvariable so that it re�ets the information �ow to market partiipants whihis a di�ult undertaking. I have taken a twofold approah: Firstly, I haveloated the regulatory deision by the EU and reorded the relevant dates,seondly I have onduted a ontent analysis of a newspaper to gauge thetiming of news arrival at the market.PreLex/EUR-Lex Searh Setions 2.2 has given a timeline of the leg-islative deisions by the EU pertinent to GMOs in food and feed. I reordedwhen the pertinent legislation was formally adopted with the help of thePreLex and EurLex databases. In order to better rekon when traders hearabout legislation in proess, I establish the legislative proess and ode piv-otal institutional deision in the legislation proess, whih signalled theirlikelihood of passing while revealing its ontent and likely e�ets. ThePreLex database is the soure of hoie for establishing Europe's legislative



Independent Variable 49proess as opposed to the EUR-Lex (the suessor to the Celex database)(König, Luetgert & Dannwolf 2006) or the OEIL database (The LegislativeObservatory of the European Parliament) whih does not list CommissionDeisions or Commission Regulations.I have set the date of the adoption of an at depending on the deisiontype and whih institution was involved in an attempt to ode the deisiveevent signalling to market partiipants the passing and the ontent of thelegislative at. In this, it is helpful to a have a basi understanding ofthe European legislative proess (see Hix (2005) for an introdution). Inorder to determine when the relevant signals were sent to the market, it isneessary to make a judgement on the relative power of the Commission, theCounil and the European Parliament in the respetive deision proedure.The debate on the relative bargaining power is lively and ongoing so it isnot an easy task to make this judgement. Note, though, that I do not needto know who ould make what amendment, but only when the legislationpassed the �nal veto point signalling its passing.I have set the event date relatively late in the deision proess, as bestas I ould at the de fato adoption. The ooperation proedure applied toDiretives 90/219 and 90/220 where I have hosen the Counil agreementof the last reading as the event date beause the Counil has the �nalsay under this proedure. If it was a Commission deision whih does notinvolve other European institutions, the passing by the Commission washosen as the event date. Most deisions in my sample were taken by theo-deision proedure, whih was introdued by the Maastriht Treaty inNovember 1993 and amended by the Amsterdam Treaty in May 1999. Theo-deision I proedure (Maastriht) forsaw the onvention of a oniliationommittee when the Counil rejeted EP amendments in the seond reading,the ommittee being omposed equally of representatives of the Couniland the Parliament. However, the Counil ould rea�rm its position byquali�ed majority voting in the third reading rejeting the joint text ofoniliation ommittee and the Parliament needed an absolute majority torejet the Counil's rea�rmed position. The Amsterdam treaty abolishedthe Counil's right to rea�rm its seond reading position and left it to eitheraept or rejet the joint text of the oniliation ommittee whih inreasedthe power of the European Parliament (Hix 2005, 102). Therefore, I haveset the deisive deision during the o-deision I proedure (Maastriht) onthe Counil's third reading whereas I onsider the oniliation ommitteethe pivotal point under the o-deision II proedure (Amsterdam) if it was



Independent Variable 50onvened. I thus oded eight times a date prior to its formal adoptionand test whether de fato adaption has an impat on agriultural futures.Appendix 1 provides a list of the events, the date, its soure and a shortsummary.Content Analysis I gathered data on the information �ow to marketpartiipant through another avenue, namely a newspaper ontent analysis.I have hosen the reporting by the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), Eastern USedition,6 whih has a broad outreah both in the US and in Europe whileit is geared towards �nanial news. I have done a fulltext searh for variouskeywords suh as `genetially� `bio-engineering', `GMO' or `biotehnology'resulting in a list of over 500 hits. Problemati is that the WSJ allows a full-text searh of its artiles well-bak into time while restriting the aess tothe last 90 days. Therefore, I ould ompile a list of potentially relevant arti-le eletronially while I had to aess the artiles on miro�lm at the libraryof the John F. Kennedy Institute, Freie Universität Berlin the only arhivein Germany storing the WSJ for the period 1990 to 2006 I am aware of. Foraessing 500 artiles seems infeasible I dropped numerous items based onthe headline while keeping it in doubt, whih still left around 300 artilesto san and read. I oded whether the news onstituted `PRO-GMO' or`CONTRA-GMO' if it onstituted news at all7. `PRO-GMO' means thatthe reports indiate measures taken by the EU institutions are less ostlyfor produers than expeted or that restritions onerning GMOs in foodor feed are eased so that produts ontaining GMOs have a better hane ofentering the European market. `CONTRA-GMO' means that the reportsindiate measures taken by the EU institutions are ostlier for produersthan expeted or that restritions onerning GMOs in food or feed aretightened so that produts ontaining GMOs have a smaller hane of en-tering the European market. Furthermore, I have reorded when memberstates expressed their intention to at unilaterally where the words `PRO'�and `CONTRA' have the same onnotation as above. Deiding whether thenews was `PRO' or `CONTRA' enables me to have a lear expetation withregard to the diretion of the prie movement. Simply aggregated abnormalreturns over so many events ould anel out any e�et. Traders evaluatenews against their expetation whih we do not know. Hene, the passing6WSJ, http://online.wsj.om/publi/page/3_0466.html?mod=topnav_0_00127All reorded artiles are provided on the attahed CD. See Appendix 2.

http://online.wsj.com/public/page/3_0466.html?mod=topnav_0_0012


Control Variable `The Market' 51of legislation is not a priori bad news. By analysing the news paper weannot rekon the onnotation of the news and formulate a lear expationabout the diretion of the prie movement. This is also important beausegenerally bad news are generally held to have a greater impat than goodnews. Table 5.2 Number of EventsSoybeans CornCONTRA-GMO EU 23 16PRO-GMO EU 23 13VETOPOINT 7 3ADOPTION 16 8CONTRA-GMO GOVERNMENT 11 4PRO-GMO GOVERNMENT 3 2WTO COMPLAINT 6 6Sum 89 52Note that the data for orn futures starts only in November 1999and hene there is no data to test against on the European side for eventsprior to this date. In other words, there are more events tested for soybeanfutures. Table 5.2 provides an overview of the number of tested events in therespetive ategory. The olumn for soybean futures thuss ite the overallnumber of events I reorded.5.4 Control Variable `The Market'The event study approah often uses a `market' variable as ontrol variable.The rational is to adjust returns for general market movements. The ref-erene market for ommodity futures is less lear than for equity markets.Equities follow to a large extent omposite indies of the respetive equitymarket, for instane, the Dow Jones or S&P 500 index for the US equitymarket. Some authors rejet that there is a referene market for ommodityfutures (MKenzie & Thomsen 2001, 435) and revert to the mean-adjustedmodel as their sole analytial means (e.g. Mann & Dowen 1997). MKenzie,Thomsen & Dixon use in their study of daily ommodity futures pries theCommodity Researh Bureau (CRB) Index8 While and the S&P 500 index8The CRB Index was renamed into Reuters/Je�eries CRB Index in May 2005 andunderwent its tenth revision sine its ineption by the Commodity Researh Bureau in



Control Variable `The Market' 52Table 5.3 Pairwise orrelations of ReturnsDowJones DJ Euro-stoxx CommodityIndex Soy Fu-tures CornFuturesDow Jones 1.00DJ Eurostoxx 0.63 1.00Commodity Index -0.45 -0.12 1.00Soy futures -0.18 -0.48 0.50 1.00Corn futures 0.23 0.08 0.30 0.59 1.00to model `the market' and I follow this approah (apart from using the DowJones Index instead of the S&P 500).There are other ommodity indie whih ould potentially serve as`the referene market' in this study. Some of the widely used indies arethe Dow Jones AIG Commodities Index, the Goldman Sahs CommodityIndex and the Rogers Raw Materials Index (for an in depth omparisonsee Shneeweis & Spurgin 1996). There are studies omparing the relativemerits of eah index but my hoie was simply based on availability: theDow Jones AIG Commodities Index started in 1999, the Goldman SahsCommodity Index in 1992 and the Rogers Raw Materials Index in 1998while the Reuters/Je�eries CRB Index started in 1986. The �rst event ofmy study was in 1990 and therefore I have hosen the CRB Index in orderto orret for market returns9 The CRB Index is the geometri mean of21 ommodity omponents, whih are the arithmeti mean of all outstand-ing ontrats. The index is non-investable and inludes industrials, grainsand soft ommodities. The market variables have been logarithmised anddi�erened as well10.Table 5.3 depits the pairwise orrelations of the variables inluded.Not surprisingly, the Dow Jones and the DJ Eurostoxx indie, a leadingequity index for the US and European Union respetively, orrelate highlyand positively. The Reuters Commodity orrelates negative with the DowJones and DJ Eurostoxx 50 and positive with soybean futures and orn1957 (Je�eries, www.je�eries.om/RJCRB, aessed 3 Deember 2006).9See on the omposition of the Reuters/Je�eries CRB Indexhttp://www.rbtrader.om/rbindex/.10Note that multiplying the logarithmised and di�erened values by 100 is only ap-proximately perentage hange. The larger the predited hange in log(y) the greater theinauray. The orret transformation is %∆̂y = 100[exp(β̂i∆xi)−1] (Wooldridge 2003,188).

http://www.crbtrader.com/crbindex/


Methodology 53futures. It is well known that ommodities serve as a safe haven when stoksappear inseure whih explains the negative assoiation between Equityindies and the ommodity index (Rouwenhorst & Gorton 2005). The ornfutures and the soybean futures are highly orrelated in a positive fashion.5.5 MethodologyThis study is an event study. `Event study' is, however, not a stringendde�nition for a single statistial estimation tehnique. It rather refers to theapproah of reording the date(s) of a ertain type of event, the independentvariable, and the subsequent analysis of a time series with regard to theimpat of the event on the time series. Common to the event studies is theoding of the independent variable, namely a dummy that takes on 1 if theevent ours and else 0. The ourrene of the event is not on�ned to asingle day and therefore one speaks of an `event window'. There are twoways of analysing the impat of the event ourrene. First, one an simplyinlude the dummy variable in a regression next to some ontrol variables,hene the estimation is done in one step. The seond approah is entails twoequations. First, a `normal return' is estimated and parameters are usedto estimate `abnormal normal' returns in a seond equation. The seondapproah was �rst proposed by Dolley in (1933) and re�ned for eonomistudies by Fama, Fisher, Jensen & Roll (1969). It is now ommonly usedin �nanial eonomis and has proofed to be a powerful tool in testing thee�et of an event and or lass of events on a time series (Binder 1998).Another means of srutinising markets for substitution e�ets due topolitial events is the relative prie of a substitute method. It analyseswhether there is a strutural break ommon to time series after whih priesdiverge. Hene, it onentrates more on long-term e�ets as opposed to theshort-term fous of the event study approah and annot aggregate overmany events. Therefore, it is not well-suited to analyse an evolving disputewith many events.5.5.1 Event lusteringWhether to hoose the event study approah or a regression analysis de-pends on the harateristis of the data. First and foremost, the hoie ofmethod depends on the politial event to analyse. If the event is ontinu-ous, it should be analysed in a single regression. For instane, measuring



Methodology 54the impat of international on�its on �nanial markets is best in timeseries analysis. Where there are only a ouple of events, oded as a dummyvariable, the event study approah is preferable. Hene, the event studyapproah would suggest itsself in this study. However, a seond thing needsonsideration: event lustering.To understand the issue of event lustering, I need to introdue theevent study method �rst (the familiar reader may skip this paragraph). Theevent study approah estimates whether the event indues returns that areabnormal in omparison with the returns preeding the event. Put plainly,`Are the returns lower when a war breaks out given the returns before?'.The returns preeding the event are used to estimate a normal return or, inother words, a predition for the returns during the event. The period usedto estimate a normal return is alled the `estimation window'. Seondly,there is an `event window' whih enloses the event and the windows mustnot overlap to avoid to obsur the results.Event lustering means that an event falls into the estimation win-dow of another or, in other words, that one event follows the other shortlymaking it di�ult to disentangle the e�ets11. Event lustering poses aproblem to the event study approah beause it utilises the standard devi-ation of the estimation window to estimate the standard deviation of theevent window whih is problemati if another event falls into the estimationwindow and a�ets the standard deviation. The test statisti is omputedassuming independene among the events and the assumption is violated byoverlapping event and estimation windows induing serial orrelation in theabnormal returns (MKenzie, Thomsen & Dixon 2004, 537). Visual inspe-tion reveals that my events are learly lustered in time; there are periodsof high ativity where several events our in a month as Figure 5.4 shows(the data points jitter to make overlapping events better visible). In fat,around two third of the events our less than 31 days after the previousevent although admittedly a good deal are only di�erent spei�ations of thesame event whih omes to the same end, though. In sum, the lustering ofevents makes the assumptions of the parametri test questionable althoughMKenzie, Thomsen & Dixon (2004, 553) �nd that event lustering did not11There is a seond form of event lustering, namely ross setional dependene in thedata. This is pertinent if one event of a time series falls into either window of anothertime series. This is not the ase in my ase as the events are ommon to both series andestimated independently. See e.g. Bernard (1987) or Pynnönen (2005) on the issue.
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Figure 5.4 Clustering of Eventspose a serious problem for the CMR. I exluded three days around an eventif it falls into the estimation window of another event. Alternatives are non-parametri tests and a single-equation regression framework and I presentthem next the parametri event study approah.5.5.2 Event Study ApproahThe analysis takes two steps (equations) and introdues an `estimation win-dow'. The estimation window is prior to the event window and the `normalreturn' is estimated with the estimation window. Normal return are usedto estimate whether the event indued `abnormal returns', i.e. returns thatdeviate signi�antly during the event from returns beforehand12.Formally, when t0 de�nes the event day (you may substitute `day'with any other interval) and b denotes the number of days inluded beforethe event and a the number of days after the event then the length of theevent window is E = b + 1 + a. The estimation window ontains n daysand is of length T = n. It starts n + b days prior to the event at t

−n−band ends at t
−n−1. The estimation window must not inlude the eventwindow of another event. Where this happened I exluded returns of theevent window from the estimation window. The overall length of estimationand event window we denote as L where L = T + E. Antiipation e�etsrequire the researher to inlude a longer period before the event whiletraders inorporated news with a lag a longer post-event window require.Note that usually the number of days inluded before and after the eventare equal b = a. More days before the event are inluded when news leakedto markets before the event. The researher an �nd out whether there areantiipation e�ets by inspeting the returns visually around the event and12Some authors make the distintion between `exess returns' and `abnormal returns'where the former denominates the portion of the daily return inexpliable by the nor-mal return and abnormal return is a signi�ant exess return. I use exess return andabnormal return interhangeably and state signi�ane levels of returns expliitly.



Methodology 56then determine the event window.Event unertainty extents the event window as well although an e�ortto speify the orret day should be made beause when the dependentvariable is muh more preisely reorded than the independent variablethere is the danger of misspei�ation and a low statistial power of thetest. Ball & Torous note this problem and introdue a maximum-likelihoodestimation instead of the method-of-moments estimation, but �nd that themethod-of-moments estimation is robust for event windows of around twodays (Ball & Torous 1988, 124).The length of the estimation window ranges between 120 and 250trading days prior to the event in typial studies. These studies, however,usually have the return of a stok as the dependent variable, whih is notthe ase in my study. The event study approah has been applied to om-modities as well although dwarfed by the number of studies on stok returns.Most studies on ommodities have employed an 8-day estimation window al-though the hoie has reeived no systemati srutiny (MKenzie, Thomsen& Dixon 2004, 534). MKenzie, Thomsen & Dixon (2004) perform pseudosimulations to study the performane of various models deteting abnor-mal returns of futures ontrat pries. They �nd that the 8-day estimationwindow is leads to an overtly high rejetion rate. In ontrast, I �nd thatinreasing the estimation window leads to higher rejetion rates.The length of the estimation window is as well determined by eventlustering. The estimation window must not fall the event window of an-other event. If need be, one shortens the estimation window to avoid this,whih is, however, not an option here beause the time between eventsranges between everything between one and 31 days. Salinger (1992, 51)points out that a too short estimation window an indue major error.Therefore, I opted for the 31-estimation window while exluding three days'returns around an event if it falls an estimation window. The results arerobust against shortening the estimation window.What all variants of the event study approah have in ommon is tosubstrat from the return the expeted return, the expetation based on theprevious returns. The di�erene is the way they estimate the normal return.The most simple method is the onstant mean return where Xτ is a onstant.More sophistiated models improve �tting normal values and thus reduingthe standard deviation of the abnormal returns. The Capital Asset PriingModel (CAPM) and the Arbitrage Priing Theory (APT) are eonomi



Methodology 57models whih predit normal returns from eonomi variables. The CAPMmodel assumes that the ovariane of the market with a single seuritydetermines the expeted return of the seurity in equilibrium. The APTpostulates that the expeted return of a given asset is determined by themultiple risk fators. However, the fator that explains most of the varianebehaves very similarly to the market vetor and the other fators add littleexplanatory power (MaKinlay 1997, 18). Aording to de Jong, Kemna &Kloek (1992, 11), Roll's (1977) ritique of the Asset Priing Theory (APT)demonstrated the superiority of the market model over the APT and theuse of the APT in event studies has eased more or less thereafter. Likewise,the use of the CAPM has `almost eased' (MaKinlay 1997, 19). Therefore,using an eonomi model seems inadvisable and I disuss only statistialmodels in the remainder.Estimating Abnormal ReturnsConstant Mean Return Model Before one an estimate the abnormalreturn one needs to know what the normal return would be. There are sev-eral ways for estimating normal returns. The onstant mean return modelsimply takes the average of the estimation window. The normal return ina onstant mean return model simply is the arithmeti mean of the returnsof the estimation window.
Rn = Rn (5.2)Market-adjusted model The most ommon model to estimate the nor-mal returns is the market model where a broad index omprises `the market'is regressed on the seurity's returns. (To apture `the market' empiriallyis impossible; it is a theoretial onept.) Thus the market model is

Rit = αi + βiRmt + εit (5.3)
E(εit = 0) var(εit) = σ2

εiwhere Rit and βRmt are the period-t returns on seurity i and marketportfolio and εit zero mean disturbane term assuming joint normality ofasset returns. I hoose the Dow Jones index for the Amerian market, whihis one of the leading indies for the Amerian equity market.



Methodology 58The abnormal return is
ARiτ = Riτ − E(Riτ | Xτ ) (5.4)whih is
ARiτ = Riτ − α̂i − β̂iRmτ (5.5)This bears the advantage that the portion of the abnormal that ismarket movement is removed from the abnormal return whih redues thevariane of the abnormal return (MaKinlay 1997, 18). The developmentof the asset of interest has to be ompared to the general movement of themarket. Otherwise, one ould falsely attribute a large movement of theasset of interest on a supposedly event day to the event although the wholemarket, i.e. assets that should not have been a�eted by the event, movesin the same diretion indiating that another reason aused the movement.Theil estimation Both the onstant-mean and the market model basetheir test statisti on a t-test, thus assuming impliitly that the abnormalreturns follow a normal distribution. Brown & Warner (1985) show thatthe event study approah is well spei�ed for normally distributed abnor-mal returns. However, sholars have repeatedly voied onern that abnor-mal returns may not follow the normal distribution. Some suggested usingnon-parametri test of the abnormal returns (e.g. Corrado & Zivney 1992).However, this remedy falls short of a solution beause if we �nd the abnormalreturns non-normally distributed this is likely to be due to the non-normaldistribution of the returns themselves. Therefore, it makes more sense toemploy a test that ompletely abandons the normality-assumption whihentails not only a non-parametri test but also a non-parametri estimationof the slope oe�ient in the market model. Dombrow, Rodriguez & Sir-mans (2000) have proposed using the non-parametri Theil estimation foralulating the onstant and the oe�ient of the market model to get theabnormal returns, in addition, to employing a non-parametri sign test andthe rank-test (see also Theil 1950).Theil's estimator is alulated as follows (Dombrow, Rodriguez &Sirmans 2000, 364):1. Sort the data pairs in asending order of RMt



Methodology 592. Calulate the slope parameter β for eah of the N/2 data pairs asshown in Equation 5.6 below.
β(j, j + N2) =

R(j + N2) − Rj

RM(j + N2) − RMj

(5.6)For j = 1 to N

23. Sort the estimations of the slope parameter βj in asending order.4. Set β̂ to the median of the estimated slope parameters β̂j.5. The onstant α̂ is estimated by simply subtrating the market returntimes the estimated slope oe�ient from the atual return, formallywritten as
α̂ = Rj − βmedian ∗ RMj (5.7)and then taking the median of the sorted estimated onstants.The Theil estimator is more robust against outliers as it sorts thereturns so that outliers fall at the beginning and/or end of the rankingproess and the parameter estimates are based on the median whih isless prone to outliers. Estimating the oe�ients with the Theil proedureleaves the signi�ane levels and the magnitude of the oe�ients intatwhile hanging the signs of only two insigni�ant regressors. In sum, Iannot orroborate that the estimates of the oe�ients depend to a largeextent on the assumption of normality.Calulating Abnormal Returns Abnormal returns are the deviationfrom the normal return for whih I presented the various estimation methodsabove. The abnormal return is then the atual return minus the normalreturn, formally written as:
ARta = Rt − Rtn (5.8)Testing Abnormal ReturnsT-Test One an standardise the abnormal in order to inrease the powerof the test (Brown & Warner 1985, 21) and MKenzie, Thomsen & Dixon



Methodology 60(2004) suggest this proudure for ommodity futures returns. Standardisa-tion is done by
SARv0 =

ARv0
√

s2
v(1 + 1

T
)

(5.9)where sv is the standard deviation of the abnormal returns of theestimation period. Sine R0 is drawn independently of the T observationsused to estimate Rv, the term (1 + 1/T) orrets the standard deviation svin the denominator in order to estimate the orret standard error on t = 0.If there are many events, the standardised average abnormal returnsof the event windows are
SAR0 =

1

N

N
∑
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SARv0 (5.10)where N is the number of events. The test statisti follows a Student'st distribution with T-1 degrees of freedom. It is
S =

[

N
∑

v=1

SARv0

]

N−1/2 (5.11)I rely on this version of this of test beause it is inappropriate toassume a onstant variane for all event windows as the variane of agri-ultural ommodity futures hanges hanges depending on the time of theyear as I disuss in Setion 5.5.3.Sign Test The Sign Test is a simple non-parametri test rellying on thesign of average of the abnormal returns of the event window. It estimateshow probable it is to �nd the respetive share of positive signs. It is on-struted as:
θsign =

[N+

N
− 0.5

]

√
N

0.5
∼ N(0, 1) (5.12)The short-oming of the sign test is that it may not be appropriate ifthe data is skewed (MaKinlay 1997, 32).Rank Test A non-parametri alternative to the Sign Test, deemed su-perior, is the Rank Test. The rational is to rank the returns of both theestimation and event window. If the return of the event day was `totally



Methodology 61normal' it would rank just in the middle. In other words, one would expetthe event day to be the median if normal. If the event day's return wasabnormal, it would deviate from the median. Based on this rational, wean onstrut the Rank Test for a number N events. Let L be the numberof days of the estimation plus the event window. First, we alulate the`standard deviation' of the expeted ranks.
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))2 (5.13)where Kit is the rank of event i and t is the event time. Reall thatthe event window ranges from time tb to time ta.
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/s(k) (5.14)The probability of observing K0 6= 0 if the event day were the median
K0 = 0 is given by (Kalbhenn 2006, 62):
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| − | θrank |

)

| (5.15)Corrado (1989) �rst introdued the rank test to event studies for aone day event window. For larger event windows one an substitute theaverage rank of the event day with the average rank of the days of the eventwindows (Cowan 1992, 346).5.5.3 Time Series AnalysisIn a single-equation regression framework the e�et of the event is estimatedas the oe�ient of a dummy variable, one among other independent vari-ables. I inlude for a eah event type a dummy variable whih takes on 1on the day the event ours and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, I inlude theReuters Commodity index for soybean and orn futures as well as the DowJones Index and the DJ Eurostoxx50 index respetively.Simultaneity The Reuters CRB Index inludes soybean and orn whihraises the issue of simultaneity. The dependent is struturally linked toan independent variable and hene the variables ould bias the results andmakes OLS inonsistent (Wooldridge 2003, ). The strutural equations are
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∆log(ys) = α + β∆cilog(xci) + βdj∆log(xdj) + βiX+ ε (5.16)

xci = xs +X (5.17)In order to test whether simultaneity poses a problem for my timeseries, I perform Ramsey's regression equation spei�ation error test (RE-SET), whih is a general test for misspei�ation of the model in that ov-ers omitted variables, simultaneity and inorret funtional forms (Ramsey1969). It tests via a joint F-test whether non-linear ombinations of the�tted values have any power explaining the dependent variable. Formallyit is written as
ŷ = βx + β1ŷ

2 + · · · + βkŷ
k + ε (5.18)I perform the test on an ordinary OLS and after a GARCH(1,1) re-gressionwhih both indiate that no model misspei�ation is present andtherefore I onsider simultaneity between the futures pries and the ReutersCommodity CRB Index not an issue.Stationarity Non-stationarity an render spurious results in an OLS re-gression. I have disussed above in Setion 5.2 already the issue of station-arity. Sine some of the stationarity tests ould not rejet non-stationarityI have di�erened the data one whih produed stationary data. This isusually the orret method as opposed to a detrending data by taking thedeviations from a deterministi trend (Carol 2001, 324). The lag lengthis vital in a �rst di�erene equation (Plümper, Tröger & Manow 2005). Ioptimised the lag length with regard to the AIC and BIC riteria. TheUS soybean futures series is not lagged whih I expeted beause Europe(Greenwih time) is �ve hours ahead of the east oast of the US. Most sig-nals originated from Europe so that the market ould inorporate the newson that day. The European orn series is not lagged whih is in line withthese deliberations.Mean and Variane of Futures Futures pries bear some peuliaritiesthat need to be spei�ed in a time series analysis. First, futures have atime of maturity when the underlying asset is to be delivered (althoughmost futures are `losed out' before maturity and rarely prompt a physial
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Soybean futures Corn futuresFigure 5.5 Average Intra-Monthly Standard Deviation of Futures Returnsdelivery). I have `endless data' meaning that the time series always refers tothe losest futures when there o-exist several futures with di�erent terms ofmaturity. When the futures expires the data `rolls over' to the next losestfutures. This struture may in�uene the mean and the variane equation.Seond, I study not only futures pries but also agriultural ommodityfutures pries where the underlying asset follows a seasonal pattern whihould also in�uene the mean as well as the variane equation.The mean of agriultural futures is potentially made of a seasonalomponent and a non-seasonal omponent and the aim is to separate thesetwo omponents. Following Bester (1999), I therefore regress the returns ofboth the soy and the orn futures returns on eleven monthly dummies aswell (the twelfth is dropped due to perfet o-linearity). The mean funtion,however, does not seem to bear a large seasonal omponent beause asthe detrended variable orrelates on 0.99 with the original variable. theInlusion into the mean analysis indiates even the model is over-spei�edfor whih I dropped the dummies. This is in line with Blak's (1976a, 197)argument that the future prie should not bear a seasonal pattern from atheoretial perspetive beause seasonal hanges in the spot prie do nothave a preditable impat on the futures prie. A linear variable indexingthe time to maturity remains insigni�ant and is replaed by a dummyvariable.There is ample evidene that the volatility of ommodity futures fol-lows a seasonal pattern (e.g. Fakler & Tian 1999, Sørensen 2002, Koeke-bakker & Lien 2004, Crain & Lee 1996) and I an orroborate this �nding



Methodology 64as Figure 5.5 shows where I have alulated the variane of the returnswithin a month and then averaged the varianes per month for the years1990 through 2006. Modelling the seasonality of the variane funtion seemsparamount, yet MKenzie, Thomsen & Dixon (2004) do not even mentionthe problem while studying the performane of GARCH in futures priesevent studies and other event studies employing GARCH models do nottake this problem into aount. What is needed is a way to estimate theomponent of variane whih is typial for eah month of the year or inother words not one onstant interept but interept for eah month. Thegeneralised periodi ARCH (P-GARCH) developed by Bollerslev & Ghysels(1996) an aommodate suh a need whih is, however, not yet available instandard statistis software pakages. Therefore, I inluded a dummy vari-able whih takes on 1 during the months of high volatility, May to August,and 0 otherwise (see Figure 5.5), whih oinides with planting season. Soy-beans and orn are planted in usually in May and harvested in Septemberand Otober. It seems that the volatility expresses the unertainty in themarket as to how the harvest will be and in September it has beome learhow the harvest is and the volatility falls therefore. The seasonal dummyin the variane is highly signi�ant and provides a better model �t thaninluding monthly dummies. Fakler & Tian (1999) �nd both omponentsin the variane of ommodity futures although Anderson (1985) states thatthe seasonal omponent in volatility overrides the time-to-maturity e�et.Serial Autoorrelation of the Errors Serial autoorrelation of the er-rors threatens the validity of inferene based on OLS. The OLS standard er-rors and test statistis are not valid, even asymptotially (Wooldridge 2003,392). A partial autoorrelation plot of the returns an provides a start-ing point in determining whether the data is serially orrelated. Often thereturns orrelated highly at order one with delining severity and an autore-gressive element of order remedies the serial autoorrelation of the errors.Post-estimation tests are neessary to hek whether the model it free serialautororrelation.Heteroskedastiity Many �nanial time series violate the Gauss-Markovondition of homoskedastiity. Put plainly, a large variane in past is assoi-ated with a large variane in the presene or `variane lusters'. In the past,researher tested for the presene of heteroskedastiity and, if neessary,alulated heteroskedasti robust standard errors. They disregarded the



Methodology 65dynamis of the heteroskedastiity. The autoregressive onditional hetero-skedastiity (ARCH) model was suggested by Engle (1982), onsidered aseminal ontribution, and extended by Bollerslev (1986) to the generalisedautoregressive onditional heteroskedastiity (GARCH) model. Both mod-els estimate the variane separately from the mean equation possible. Thevariane is estimated by an interept, one (or more) autoregressive ele-ment(s) and one (or more) onditional variane terms. Put plainly, thevariane is estimated by the weighted average of a onstant � the averagevariane prevalent in the sample �, a moving average of the variane andthe squared error of the last �tted value of the mean equation. The weightsof the variane equation are parameters to be estimated from the sample inthe ARCH model while the weights in a GARCH model deline albeit neverreahing zero (Engle 2001). This updating rule in foreasting the varianean be onsidered Baysian updating. As the prie of an asset depends onlyon the mean and variane, return and risk, estimating and foreasting thevariane is essential for �nanial markets. The GARCH has beomethe workhorse of �nanial eonometris and has been used in event studies as well.GARCH(p,q) ontains q autoregressive terms and p onditional varianeterms. The onditional variane equation is
α2

t = α0 + α1ε
2t1 + . . . + αpε

2
t−p + β1σ

2
t−1 + . . . + βqσ

2
t−q (5.19)

α0 > 0, α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq ≥ 0For most �nanial time series a GARCH(1,1) model su�es � alsoalled generi `vanilla' GARCH model (Carol 2001, 72) � and equation 5.19an be rewritten as
σ2

t = ω + αε2
t−1 + βσ2

t−1 (5.20)
ω > 0, α, β ≥ 0Positive and negative shoks may have a di�erent impat on the volatil-ity. Generelly, it is held that negative shoks have a larger bearing on thevolatility. There are two popular models for allowing the variane to be in-�uened di�erently by positive and negative shoks, namely the expotentialEGARCH and the threshold T-GARCH model. The variane equation ofthe T-GARCH model is
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σ2

t = ω + αε2
t−1 + γDt−1ε

2
t−1 + βσ2

t−1 (5.21)where Dt equals one for εt < 0 and Dt = 0 otherwise. Thus theT-GARCH spei�ation allows the �rst lag of the squared error to have adi�erent impat aording to its sign. When the error was positive the im-pat is α, and when the error was negative the impat is α+γ. A signi�ant
γ indiates that positive and negative shoks have a di�erent impat on thevolatility. A positive sign of γ indiates that negative shoks have a largerimpat on the volatility and vie versa. The E-GARCH spei�ation looksas follows:
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+ βlog(σ2
t−1) (5.22)A signi�ant δ2 indiates that shoks have asymmetri e�et. The E-GARCH model rules out a negative variane due to the variane funtion.In order to test for ARCH in returns, one an regress the laggedsquared residuals of an OLS regression on the squared residuals (Wooldridge2003, 417). The oe�ient of the lagged squared residuals of the soybeanfutures is highly signi�ant indiating the presene of ARCH and the sameholds true for the orn futures series whih alls for a GARCH model.Goodness-of-�tTo reeive a well spei�ed model one has to remedy the above mentioned is-sues suh as serial autoorrelation or autoregressive onditional heteroskedas-tiity. In the next step several spei�ations an be ompared in view ofa better goodness-of-�t. The R2 is not a good measure of �t and I ratheropt for the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Baysian InformationCriterion (BIC), also known as Shwarz information riterion. The AIC isonstruted as follows (Akaike 1974):

AIC = 2k − 2ln(L) (5.23)where k is the number of parameters and L is the log likelihood fun-tion. Hene, the AIC rewards goodness of �t while at the same time pun-ishes for parameters inluded in the model and indiates overspei�ationof the model. The Shwarz Information Criterion punishes more stronglyfor parameters in the model.



Methodology 67The Durbin-Watson statisti is not a good test for serial autoorrela-tion beause it takes only serial autoorrelation of order one into aountbut there may be autoorrelation of higher order whih would go unnotied.The Ljung-Box statisti used on various lag lenghts is a good test whetherthere is still serial autoorrelation in the residuals. The M lag Ljung-Box(LB) statisti is de�ned as:
QLB = n(n + 2)

M
∑

k=1

r2
k

n − k
∼ χ2 (5.24)where r2

k denotes the orrelation at lag k and n is the sample size.It an be used both for the residuals to test for serial autoorrelationand also on the squared residuals to test for ARCH e�ets. The modelis well spei�ed if there is no autoorrelation in the squared standardisedreturns (Carol 2001, 97). Another way to test for ARCH e�ets is Engle'sLagrange Multiplier test for ARCH (ARCH-LM). Both the ARCH-LM testand the LB test are presented as post estimation diagnostis.If the GARCH spei�ation models the volatility lustering well, theresiduals should be normally distributed after having been standardised bythe onditional variane (Carol 2001, 97). There are numerous tests whethera sample is drawn from the standard normal distribution. Many are basedon the third and fourth moment of the distribution, namely skewness andkurtosis. Note, though, that tests of normality based on skewness andkurtosis have the drawbak that both skewness and kurtosis have a zerobreakdown point meaning that a single outlier an obsure them to suha degree that normality is rejeted (Brys, Hubert & Struyf 2004, 753).The ommon Jarque-Bera test (Jarque & Bera 1987) is suh an example.However, the Jarque-Bera test has not been srutinised for its appliabilityto onditional heteroskedastiity models (Chen & Kuan 2003, 1). So I basemy judgement of the residual distribution not solely on the Jarque-Beratest. Assessing the stationarity is also possible via a post-estimation `test':the sum of α and β (see Equation 5.20), the oe�ients of the ARCH andmoving average term, also alled GARCH term, of the variane equationhave to be less than one if the residuals are to be mean reverting (Carol2001, 75) although there is no onsensus on how muh smaller it has tobe than one. α and β of a GARCH model are a funtion of the short-term dynamis of the volatility while the onstant speaks to the long-term



Methodology 68(average) volatility. A large ARCH lag oe�ient α mean that the volatilityis quite sensitive to market movements. A large GARCH lag oe�ient βmeans shoks take long to die out or the volatility is `persistent' (Carol 2001,73). A large α and a low β would indiate that the volatility inreasessharply with market movements but returns quikly to its average level.The resulting graph would show a `spiky' return series.In evaluating whether an GARCH or an EGARCH model I rely on theAIC. The Lagrange Multiplier test is not an option beause the GARCHextentions ontain additional parameters or, in other words, the models arenon-nested and LM-test requires nested models.ConlusionAlthough an event study approah would be the natural hoie for my typeof data, event lustering throws a shadow on the appliability of this methodand time series analysis suggests itsself. Another alternative in ase of eventlustering are non-parametri estimation tehniques. The onstant meanreturn model is advisable when there is no wider market with similar assetsto ompare the researh objet with whih is the ase for ommodity futures.In the end, I use both an event study approah in its parametri and non-parametri form as well as a time series analysis to test my hypotheses. Theresults of the analysis are presented in the next hapter.



Chapter 6Data Analysis
This hapter presents the results of the data analysis. Setion 6.1 presentsseveral ase studies with a fous on the major events of the on�it. I go onto aggregate the abnormal returns and srutinise the e�ets with the eventstudy approah in Setion 6.2, supplemented with a time series regressionin Setion 6.3. I end the hapter with a disussion of the results in Setion6.4.6.1 Case StudiesI start the data analysis by some exemplary ase studies and then I go onto test the average e�et of a partiular type of event event, for exampleations of memberstates versus ations by EU institutions. The EU tightlyregulated the deliberate release of GMOs into the environment while otherregions handed the GMO lightly. Therefore, an inreasing share of theagriultural imports into the EU was genetially modi�ed and thus GMbeame an issue in the EU as well. The European Commission being on-erned about this wrote to member states on Deember 1996 that theyshould not aept GM orn. Unfortunately, I lak to data of European ornfutures of that time and US soybean futures did not reat to this news (seeTable 6.1). Where we would expet a larger reation is when EU agriul-tural ministers passed legislation requiring ompanies to label their foodproduts if they ontain GM ingredients on May 26 1998. This was a learsignal that GM rops ould not `sneak into' the European market, but thatbiotehnology would maintain a high pro�le in onsumer attention. Theabnormal return is quite large and negative, but falls short of signi�anenevertheless. The mood in Europe further turned sour and when the EU69
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AR OLS AR MeanFigure 6.1 Abnormal Returns around Counil Deision to Halt Approvalssuspended the review proess on May 21 1999 soybean futures pries gavein by 1.49 perent. One month later, the showdown between supporters andopponents of biotehnology took plae in the Counil and the opponents ve-toed any new approvals and soybean futures returns were a hefty minus 2.5perent on that day as Figure 6.1 depits. This was one of the most deisiveevents in the dispute although this is lear only in hindsight. Soybeans aremainly used as animal feed for whih we would it expet to reat deisivelyto the regulation of animal feed in Europe. However, when the Commis-sion announed plans to label animal feed if it ontained GM ingredientson September 07 1999, returns are positive and weakly signi�ant whih isounter-intuitive. Another oasion where abnormal returns are signi�antwith an unexpeted sign is when the European Parliament voted in favourof striter labelling plans on July 05 2002. One of the strongest negative re-ation of soybean futures returns is when the Commission allowed di�erentnational legislation of the GMOs on July 19 2005. Pries fall by 5.3 perentadjusted for market movements. European orn futures pries have by andlarge not reated markedly to news about GMO regulation. Only whenthe European Parliament tightened regulation of the realease of GMOs ofbioteh rops did orn futures reated positively.There were not only `bad' news for biotehnology. The EuropeanCommission was in favour of a pragmati approah and kept an eye onthat member states did not trespass the regulation set by the EU. Forexample, the Commission rejeted Austria's ban of planting GMO-ropseven on September 02 2003. However, soybean futures returns are negative



Case Studies 71and signi�ant on that day. The negative return in a three-day event windowof returns when the Commission approved for the �rst time in six years aGM rop for human onsumption is inexpliable as well. I expeted USsoybean futures to reat positively to news that new GM traits ould beapproved in Europe.I �nd on several oasions signi�ant abnormal returns when the �nalveto point in the legislation proess was passed. When Counil approved thetext version in the 2s reading of 1946/2003 on July 22 2003, soybean futuresreated with negative abnormal returns, by around 2 perent. However, thisdoes not seem to be a uniform reation. Regulation 18/2001 was ontentiousand the Coniliation Committee needed to be onvened for whih a reationould have been expeted. However, its ompromise passed on Deember13 2000 did not ause abnormal returns in agriultural ommodity markets.Traders do not seem to fully based their expetation on events prior to thepassing of legislation. The �nal adoption of legislation still seems to bearinformational ontent as several signi�ant abnormal returns indiate. Thereturns of soybean futures turn negative on day when the Counil passedRegulation 98/95 on November 23 1998 whih stipulates that seed that aregenetially modi�ed must be labelled aordingly. The �nal adoption oflegislation 1946 did not stir ommodity markets then anymore.Table 6.1 Event StudiesDate Soybean Futures Corn Futures Summary1-day 3-day 1-day 3-dayContra-GMO News EU1996 12 09 -1.04 -0.87 EU wrote member states not to a-ept GM orn1998 05 26 -1.72 -0.75 EU farm ministers approve labellingplans1999 05 21 -1.49* -1.20* EU Panel suspends review of GMorn1999 06 24 -2.54*** -0.99 Minority in ounil bloks new ap-provals1999 09 07 3.93* 0.68 Commission plans labelling of GManimal feed1999 10 22 -1.62* -0.45 0.04 0.02 Sienti� ommittee spei�es 1 per-ent threshold1999 11 02 1.14 0.98 -0.51 1.36*** European Parliament tightens regula-tions on release of bioteh rops2000 12 19 -0.11 -0.23 -0.73 -0.52 Gene-Altered Food Needs LabelsSafety Reviews Committee Says2001 07 26 -1.16 0.32 -0.13 0.00 Commission proposes striter GM la-belling2002 07 05 1.85* 0.41 -0.62 -0.29 EU parliament votes in favour ofstriter labelling



Case Studies 72Date Soybean Futures Corn Futures Summary1-day 3-day 1-day 3-day2005 06 27 0.19 -0.07 1.10 -0.52 Governments at Brussels rejet to liftnational ban2005 07 19 -5.27** -2.14 0.45 0.29 Commission allows di�erent nationallegislation2006 08 24 0.30 -0.02 0.12 0.49 Commission adopts tough rie sreen-ing rulesPro-GMO News EU2003 09 02 -3.68** -0.99 -0.73 -0.22 Commission rejets Austrian ban ofplanting GMO-rops2004 05 17 -2.66 -4.42** 0.37 0.20 Commission approves BT for humanonsumption2006 01 10 -0.83 -1.59 -0.20 -0.16 Commission deides that Greee isnot allowed to ban of GM maize seedsPivotal Deision1998 06 16 1.45* 1.09 Counil approval 2. rdg 98/44/EC2000 12 13 -0.56 -0.87 -0.86 -0.30 Coniliation Comm. deision18/20012003 06 13 -2.26** -0.92 0.15 0.18 Counil approval 2. rdg 1946/20032003 07 22 1.78* 0.17 -0.59 -0.32 Counil approval 2. rdg 1830/2003Adoption1998 11 23 -2.38** -0.92 Counil agreement 98/95: GM seedsmust be labelled2003 07 15 -2.38 -1.40 1.11 1.47 Signature by EP and Counil ofCounil Regulation 1946/20032003 09 22 1.18 0.48 -0.08 0.45 Signature by EP and Counil of Reg-ulation 1830/20032004 01 14 -0.35 -0.23 -0.43 -0.18 Adoption Commission Regulation65/20042004 04 06 -2.62* -1.68 -1.41* 0.93 Adoption Commission Regulation641/20042005 04 26 0.05 -0.94 -0.22 -0.17 Counil Deision COM (2005) 161Contra-GMO News Memberstate2004 09 17 -0.55 -1.25 1.13* 0.50 Greee informs Commission aboutban of GM maize seeds2004 11 29 -1.77* -1.44 -0.49 -0.38 Five Nations say they want to uselause to hinder GMOPro-GMO Memberstate1998 07 31 -2.18 -2.07 Frane approves two GM produts2004 03 10 -3.36* 0.34 0.52 0.10 Britain allows farmers to grow GMorn2004 11 03 -1.35 -0.82 -0.40 -0.08 Duth deal between farmers and gov-ernmentWTO Complaint2003 05 12 0.15 0.68 0.02 0.43 US administration says wants formalWTO omplaint2003 08 08 1.62* 1.53 -0.57 -0.39 U.S. asks WTO for panel on food dis-puteOther Events



Case Studies 73Date Soybean Futures Corn Futures Summary1-day 3-day 1-day 3-day2000 01 31 -3.56*** -1.62 -0.01 0.00 Protooll to the Convention of Biodi-versity2000 09 18 -0.05 0.00 Unapproved StarLink orn in taoshells foundNote: Cumulative abnormal returns are alulating with the OLS market model in an31-day estimation window and tested against a two-sided T-Test where ***, **, * denotesigni�ane at the 1-, 5-, and 10-perent level. 1-day denotes that the event window in-ludes the event day and 3-day one day prior and post the event apart from the Adoptionwhih inludes two day post the event.The attitudes towards GMOs in food and feed have di�ered widely be-tween member states and some have taken unilateral ation. Even after theresumption of the approval proess of GMOs on the European level in 2004,whih ould have been interpreted as the end of the dispute, some memberstates resisted the ommerialisation of GMOs. When Greee informed theCommission that it would not allow GM maize seeds on its market, Euro-pean orn futures reated positively. In turn, when several member statesannouned that they would use a lause to bar GM produts from enteringtheir market on November 29 2004 soybean futures abnormal returns wereminus 1.8 perent albeit only weakly signi�ant.All the while the US did not remain idle as it saw its agriulturalexports to the EU dwindle. Farmers started lobbying Congress and theWhite House. The announement of the US administration on May 122003 that it intends to �le a formal omplaint against the European GMOregulation did not hange traders expetation of future prie. The atual�ling of the omplaint with the WTO on August 08 2003 seem to have risenthe prospets of soybean exports in the view of ommodity traders as apositive abnormal return indiates.Another forum where opponents and supporters of agro-biotehnologywrangled over the regulation of GMOs was the United Nations. Opponentsof agro-biotehnology alled for a Protool to the Convention of Biodiver-sity beause they saw that GM plants ould threaten biodiversity. The �nalompromise of the protool text allowed the mandatory labelling of prod-uts if they ontained GM ingredients. Soybean futures reated negativelyto the adoption of the Protool on January 31 2000. Another event I testis the revelation that StarLink orn, whih was approved in the US for ani-mal onsumption but not human beause there were onerns with allergireations in humans, found its way into the food hain. The news ouldhave signalled to the European market that the US orn imports would be



Mean Analysis using Event Study Approah 74barred, but the European orn futures did not reat to the news.In sum, soybean futures and orn futures reat in most ases aordingto our expetations. Events that signalled the losure of the Europeanmarket dereased returns of the US ommodities while there is evidenethat European ommodity returns bene�ted from these events. However,not all abnormal returns behave as expeted and by far not all events havea signi�ant impat. The presented events are not all reorded and the nextsetion tests the average e�et of the events based on the whole sample ofevents.6.2 Mean Analysis using Event Study ApproahAfter having reounted some ase studies, I turn to the umulative averageabnormal returns (CAAR). CAARs allow the researher to test whether thereturns around the event deviate signi�antly from the predition made bya benhmark model. First, I present a graph 1 of the CAARs around theevent and then I go on to the hypothesis test. Graphs of the CAARs havetwo bene�ts. First, if there was any e�et on average, we should be ableto see it. Seond, a graphial analysis of the CAARs provides a good wayto disern any antiipation e�ets or deliberation e�et and one an thusdetermine the preferable size of the event window.6.2.1 Regulatory News from the EUThe e�ets of news about regulatory deisions of the EU learly shows upin the soybean futures pries and in the orn futures pries as well. Thereations of the soybean futures and the orn futures to Contra-GMO Newsare as expeted as Figure 6.2 shows, the soybeans reat negatively, ornfutures pries positively. Soybean futures turn negative roughly three daysbefore the event and remain negative for three days past the event althoughthe marked fall is on the event day.1Cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) presented in graphs are unstandard-ised and umulated for eah day, formally written as CAAR =
∑ta

t=tb

¯ARt. The graphsshow the CAARs ten days prior and post the event estimated with 31-days prior to thisby a onstant-mean model and an OLS model with the two market variables where theequity index is lagged by two days. Note that CAARs for the T-test are standardised andumulated for eah event and then aggregated over all events (see Setion 5.5.2). Ab-normal returns are estimated with a 31-estimation window prior to the event exludingreturns of other event windows.
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Corn OLS Corn MeanFigure 6.3 CAARs of Pro-GMO Regula-tory NewsoThe orn futures pries reats to news one day prior to the news andtake one day past the event to digest the news. The returns are, however, nothigher than spikes before and after the event. A onlusive answer whetherthere is an systemati impat awaits the tests, whih take the variane ofthe respetive estimation window into aount.Figure 6.3 depits the reation to Pro-GMO Regulatory News whereEU institutions announed that regulation will ease up or will not be asstrit as previously stated. The reation of soybean futures pries is inmarked ontrast to our expetation. The abnormal returns are negativefor eight onseutive days. Corn futures are negative around the eventalthough of a smaller magnitude on the event day. The graph also hints atthat both return series are driven by the same fators beause they expressommon movements in the period. Possibly, some unaounted fators havein�uened returns during these events.Subjeting the CAARs of Regulatory News events to hypothesis testfurther underlines the �ndings that soybean futures pries as well as Eu-ropean orn futures pries reat as expeted to Contra-GMO RegulatoryNews as Table 6.2 depits. Parametri estimation of normal returns om-bined with a parametri T-test strongly on�rm this in line with the non-parametri sign test. The rank test rejets any deviation from the median,though, as it does throughout the study for any spei�ation. The positivereation of orn futures to regulatory news falls short of signi�ane.The onlusion from Figure 6.3 that soybean futures reat negativelyto good Regulatory News from the EU is mostly rejeted in hypothesis tests.Returns estimated by the onstant mean model do not deviate signi�antlyform the mean nor do returns estimated by the Theil model exhibit any



Mean Analysis using Event Study Approah 76Table 6.2 Testing Contra-GMO Regulatory News from the EUConstant Mean OLS Theil1-day 3-day 1-day 3-day 1-day 3-daySoybean FuturesT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .005 .054 .008 .047 .199 .145Prob(CAAR = 0) .010 .108 .015 .096 .392 .309Rank TestProb(CAAR = median) .429 .460 .435 .464 .499 .493Sign TestProb(CAAR = 0) .110 .110 .051 .207 .051 .342EU Corn FuturesT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .197 .092 .154 .101 .064 .174Prob(CAAR = 0) .396 .183 .307 .203 .128 .348Rank TestProb(CAAR = median) .493 .431 .434 .430 .431 .454Sign TestProb(CAAR = 0) .404 .233 .404 .113 .404 .159Note: Values in ells denote probability under null hypothesis, whih isstated in italis. Probabilities below 0.5 are in bold.abnormal motions. Only returns estimated by the OLS model tested againsta one-sided hypothesis and a one-day event window turn signi�ant althoughthe sign test indiates that a signi�ant share of the returns are negative.Overall, one an rejet a substantial impat.Let us turn our attention to a di�erent spei�ation of RegulatoryNews. As explained in Setion 5.3, I oded a more legalisti spei�ationof the information �ow to markets about regulation, namely a variable forpivotal deisions prior to the formal adoption of the at and a variable forthe formal adoption of the at. Before going on to srutinising the CAARsa remark is in plae. Traders evaluate the event against their expetationsand hene bad news an be good news if it is better than expeted. Hene,pivotal deisions are not per se either good or bad and therefore the e�etmight anel out on average although there is one. As Table 6.1 aboveshows, in fat, some deisions had an e�et while others did not. The sameholds true of the legal adoption of regulation.CAARs around pivotal deisions, see Figure 6.4, do not exhibit astrong reation to the event. The CAARs of soybean futures are negativetwo days prior the event but pivotal deisions should be less preditable andtherefore I do not expet a reation prior the event but rather thereafter. As
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Table 6.3 Testing Pro-GMO Regulatory News from the EUConstant Mean OLS Theil1-day 3-day 1-day 3-day 1-day 3-daySoybean FuturesT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .122 .089 .029 .083 .157 .181Prob(CAAR = 0) .245 .178 .057 .167 .314 .363Rank Test .462 .464 .434 .464 .450 .491Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .274 .036 0.14 .014 .421 .159Prob(CAAR = 0)EU Corn FuturesT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .141 .192 .088 .180 .197 .194Prob(CAAR = 0) .282 .384 .176 .360 .395 .388Rank Test .466 .495 .458 .494 .477 .492Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .398 .398 .219 .398 .219 .219Prob(CAAR = 0)Note: Values in ells denote probability under null hypothesis, whih isstated in italis. Probabilities below 0.5 are in bold.
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Mean Analysis using Event Study Approah 78Table 6.4 Testing Pivotal DeisionsConstant Mean OLS Theil1-day 3-day 1-day 3-day 1-day 3-daySoybean FuturesT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .173 .192 .170 .188 .193 .197Prob(CAAR = 0) .346 .384 .341 .377 .385 .393Rank Test .477 .490 .480 .493 .444 .473Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .353 .353 .353 .353 .353 .353Prob(CAAR = 0)EU Corn FuturesT-TestT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .139 .184 .094 .175 .033 .193Prob(CAAR = 0) .278 .367 .187 .351 .066 .387Rank Test .477 .493 .451 .492 .488 .480Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .282 .282 .282 .282 .240 .282Prob(CAAR = 0)Note: Values in ells denote probability under null hypothesis, whih isstated in italis. Probabilities below 0.5 are in bold.Table 6.5 Testing Adaption of LegislationConstant Mean OLS Theil1-day 3-day 1-day 3-day 1-day 3-daySoybean FuturesT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .077 .037 .038 .056 .016 .129Prob(CAAR = 0) .154 .075 .076 .113 .031 .258Rank Test .476 .467 .472 .471 .478 .480Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .309 .159 .309 .006 .023 .023Prob(CAAR = 0)EU Corn FuturesT-TestT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .179 .196 .148 .192 .065 .196Prob(CAAR = 0) .357 .391 .296 .385 .130 .395Rank Test .463 .5 .472 .494 .471 .488Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .079 .240 .079 .240 .5 .240Prob(CAAR = 0)Note: Values in ells denote probability under null hypothesis, whih isstated in italis. Probabilities below 0.5 are in bold.



Mean Analysis using Event Study Approah 79Table 6.4 shows tests of 1-day and 3-day event windows rejet any impat forboth soybean futures and orn futures. The same holds true for Europeanorn futures.There is a disernable reation of agriultural ommodity markets toadoption of regulation of GMOs in food and feed gathered from Figure 6.5.We an see that soybean futures pries fall around the event having theirtrough one day post the event. Hene, we annot orroborate a strong anti-ipation e�et on average, but that market needed some time to inorporatethe news into pries. Testing the abnormal returns against the alternativeof no in�uene on�rms an signi�ant e�et of the passing of regulation.CAARs are signi�ant against a one-sided test in eah referene model ineither or event window size. Estimated with the Theil tehnique abnormalreturns are signi�ant in a T-Test and in a Sign Test. Although not allspei�ation are signi�ant we may onlude that US ommodity marketsreated with prie redution to regulation threatening export prospets.European orn futures do not seem to have reated to regulatoryevents. I expeted pries to rise in reation to news that GMO regulationtightened but this expetation does not bear out. One annot make notdistint reation to the adoption in the CAARs as Figure 6.5 depits. Nordo returns deviate signi�antly from their preditions as Table 6.5 shows.6.2.2 Regulatory News from Member StatesMember states have taken unilateral ation in the dispute, too. How havemarkets reated to suh news? Both soybean futures as well as orn fu-tures do not to follow a systemati pattern around Contra-GMO announe-
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Mean Analysis using Event Study Approah 80ments as Figure 6.6. The CAARs of soybean futures show a similarly pe-uliar movement around Pro-GMO announements, as Figure 6.7 depits,although I reorded only three suh events hene the likelihood of oini-dene of the result is higher. The anomaly is a�rmed by hypothesis testof the CAARs albeit not strongly as Table 6.7. With a one-day event win-dow and parametri estimation of abnormal returns CAARs are signi�antagainst a T-Test and a Sign Test. News that member states would restritGMO aess to markets or tighten its oversight did not exert any signi�antin�uene on returns on either US soybean futures or EU orn futures. Over-all, the ourse of CAARs asts doubt on a systemati impat on average ofannounements by member states on agriultural markets.Table 6.6 Testing Contra-GMO Member State AnnounementsConstant Mean OLS Theil1-day 3-day 1-day 3-day 1-day 3-daySoybean FuturesT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .191 .192 .195 .196 .135 .162Prob(CAAR = 0) .382 .384 .392 .391 .271 .323Rank Test .491 .494 .481 .493 .472 .484Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .382 .183 .382 .382 .066 .183Prob(CAAR = 0)EU Corn FuturesT-TestT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .182 .195 .169 .197 .149 .178Prob(CAAR = 0) .364 .390 .337 .394 .299 .356Rank Test .470 .494 .471 .500 .473 .490Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .159 .5 .159 .5 .5 .159Prob(CAAR = 0)Note: Values in ells denote probability under null hypothesis, whih isstated in italis. Probabilities below 0.5 are in bold.



Mean Analysis using Event Study Approah 81Table 6.7 Testing Pro-GMO Member State AnnounementsConstant Mean OLS Theil1-day 3-day 1-day 3-day 1-day 3-daySoybean FuturesT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .029 .152 .017 .134 .153 .162Prob(CAAR = 0) .058 .304 .035 .268 .304 .393Rank Test .437 .486 .429 .482 .461 .492Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .042 .282 .042 .282 .282 .282Prob(CAAR = 0)EU Corn FuturesT-TestT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .196 .198 .198 .198 .194 .195Prob(CAAR = 0) .392 .396 .395 .396 .388 .389Rank Test .472 .494 .498 .498 .486 .489Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5Prob(CAAR = 0)Note: Values in ells denote probability under null hypothesis, whih isstated in italis. Probabilities below 0.5 are in bold.6.2.3 The WTO ComplaintI have reorded six events, whih singalled that the US would push fora WTO omplaint about Europe's approval moratorium. Potentially, theWTO omplaint ould have fored the European Union to open its marketsto GM rops if the WTO found its GMO regulation an illegal trade barrier.The variable ontains only announement of one diretion namely openingthe European market and I expet the events to give rise to US soybeanfutures returns and derease European orn futures returns. However, thereturns do not follow a visible systemati pattern (Figure 6.8) and the hy-pothesis tests rejet an in�uene as well (Table 6.8). The WTO omplaintdid not overall inrease the on�dene of traders muh. Note, though, thatI found that formal �ling of the omplaint inreased soybean futures pries(see Table 6.1 above).
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Table 6.8 Testing the WTO ComplaintConstant Mean OLS Theil1-day 3-day 1-day 3-day 1-day 3-daySoybean FuturesT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .198 .157 .181 .156 .198 .190Prob(CAAR = 0) .395 .315 .361 .311 .395 .380Rank Test .492 .481 .481 .484 .462 .489Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .207 .207 .207 .051 .207 .207Prob(CAAR = 0)EU Corn FuturesT-TestT-TestProb(CAAR > 0) .110 .135 .177 .132 .105 .177Prob(CAAR = 0) .220 .270 .356 .264 .210 .353Rank Test .464 .488 .479 .493 .471 .486Prob(CAAR = median)Sign Test .5 .5 .207 .5 .5 .207Prob(CAAR = 0)Note: Values in ells denote probability under null hypothesis, whih isstated in italis. Probabilities below 0.5 are in bold.



Time Series Regression 836.3 Time Series RegressionThis setion presents the results of a time series regression of North Ameri-an soybean futures returns and European orn futures returns respetively.Although the data struture suggests an event study approah the eventsare very lose together in time, they `luster'. Therefore, it is di�ult to�nd a suitable estimation window and hypothesis tests with a time seriesregression, in addition, seem advisable.6.3.1 Soybean FuturesI hoose a T-GARCH model over a GARCH or an EGARCH in view ofthe Akaike Information Creterion (AIC). I speify for the soybean futuresreturns the following model: As mentioned earlier there are ARCH e�etsin the series so a GARCH model is mandated. I inlude two ARCH termsand one GARCH term and the GARCH(2,1) model. A lagged-dependentvariable would be insigni�ant. I speify Student-T distributed errors be-ause the model �t is better in terms of kurtosis of the residuals. I do notinlude a onstant beause ommodity futures `returns' do not representa real return on a investment in terms of real prodution but rather thehedging and speulating behaviour of investors. I inlude two market vari-ables namely the Dow Jones Index and the CRB Commodity Index while Idetermine the lag struture view of the lower AIC, whih indiates a bettergoodness-of-�t2. The variane equation of the model ontains several on-trol variables as disussed in Setion 5.5.3 namely a dummy for the plantingseason and a dummy for the rollover.The results for soybean futures returns are in line with my previous�ndings (see Table 6.9). News on regulatory measures by the EU that havetigthened regulation (CONTRA-GMO EU) have dereased pries by aroundhalf a perent on the event day eteris paribus (see Column II). Pivotaldeisions (VETOPOINT) do not bear an in�uene (see Column III), butthe adaption dereases soybean futures pries by around one and a halfperent on the event day plus the two following days (see Column IV). The2Note that if both dependent and independent variables are expressed in logs, theinterpretation is an elastiity, meaning that `a one perent hange in the independentvariables ause all other variables held onstant a X perent hange in the dependentvariable'. Furthermore, the null hypothesis hanges to H0 : β = −1. The default outputof statistial software is usually a test for H0 : β = 0 and the unaware researh ouldmake be mislead.



Time Series Regression 84anomaly of positive returns around Pro-GMO announements (PRO-GMOGOVERNMENT) is repeated in the regression framework (see Column V).The WTO omplaint does not have a signi�ant impat on returns (seeColumn VI)The rollover dereases the variane and during the planting season thevariane is signi�antly higher but the oe�ients are tiny in omparisonwith the moving average of the variane. Most of the variane is explainedby the moving average. Shoks to the variane quikly die down. Thereis an aysemtry in shoks. The negative sign indiates that positive shokshave a larger impat on the variane than negative shoks.The test diagnostis indiate that the residuals that are free of ARCHe�ets told by Q-Statstis and an ARCH-LM test of up to 10 terms. Theresiduals are free of serial autoorrelation told by Q-Stastiis of severl laglenghts. A Jarque-Bera test of the residuals is, nevertheless, strongly re-jeted, whih is ommon for �nanial time series. Non-normal residualsviolate an assumption of the GARCH model and the results ought to betreated with due aution.6.3.2 Corn FuturesThe GARCH model for the orn futures series enompasses two ARCHterms and one GARCH term and distinguishes between positive and neg-ative shoks, a so alled TARCH model. Only then I annot detet anymore ARCH e�ets as told by ARCH-LM tests of various lag lengths. Anautoregressive element of order one AR(1) is inluded to ombat serial au-toorrelation in the errors. Thus I speify an AR(1)-GARCH(2,1) model.Both the variane and the mean equation inlude a ontrol variable for therollover; the variable in the mean funtion is a dummy and in the varianefuntion a index ounting to maturity. Note the large and positive oe�ientof the lag dependent variable in the mean funtion indiates that returnsbear inertia. The variane funtion inludes as well a dummy variable forthe planting season.Table 6.11 presents the results of GARCH regression of European ornfutures returns. The regression indiates that around half a perentagepoint of the positive returns is attributable to news that the EU is losingits market to GMOs (see Column II CONTRA EU). None of the otherpolitial events does bear an in�uene on average on returns (see ColumnsIII through VI).



Time Series Regression 85Table 6.9 GARCH of Soybean Futures ReturnsI II IIIMean FuntionPRO EU(1,1) -0.005*(0.003)CONTRA EU(1,1) -0.002(0.003)VETOPOINT(1,1) (-0.002)(0.003)ADOPTION(0,2)CONTRA STATE(1,1)PRO STATE(1,1)WTO(1,1)DOWJONESt−2 0.046*** 0.047*** 0.047***(0.016) (0.016) (0.016)COMMODITY INDEX 0.033 0.032 0.033(0.033) (0.032) (0.033)ROLLOVER -0.002** -0.002*** -0.002***(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)Variane Funtion
ω 0.000003*** 0.000003*** 0.000003***0.0000003 0.0000003 0.0000003
αt−1 0.033*** 0.033*** 0.034***(0.010) (0.010) (0.010)
γDt−1 -0.048*** -0.048*** -0.048***(0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
αt−2 0.038*** 0.038*** 0.037***(0.010) (0.010) (0.010)
βt−1 0.936*** 0.936*** 0.936***(0.005) (0.005) (0.005)SEASON 0.000003*** 0.000003*** 0.000003***(0.000005) (0.000005) (0.000005)ROLLOVER -0.00003*** -0.00003*** -0.00003***0.000005 0.000005 0.000005Observations 4324 4324 4324Log likelihood 12887 12893 12891Akaike info riterion -5.957 -5.958 -5.957Shwarz riterion -5.943 -5.940 -5.941LB(2) .003 .001 .002LB2(10) -.001 -.001 0.00ARCH-LM(10) -.001 -.001 0.00Jarque-Bera 550*** 547*** 550***Note: *, **, *** denote signi�ane at the 10-, 5- and 1-perent level.Parenthesis behind variables indiate the event window size (b, a).



Time Series Regression 86Table 6.9 GARCH of Soybean Futures Returns (ontinued)IV V VIMean FuntionPRO EU(1,1)CONTRA EU(1,1)VETOPOINT(1,1)ADOPTION(0,2) -0.005***(0.001)CONTRA STATE(1,1) 0.00009(0.002)PRO STATE(1,1) -0.010***(0.003)WTO(1,1) 0.003(0.003)DOWJONESt−2 0.046** 0.047*** 0.047***(0.016) (0.016) (0.016)COMMODITY INDEX 0.033 0.033 0.032(0.032) (0.033) (0.033)ROLLOVER -0.002** -0.002*** (-0.002***)(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)Variane Funtion
ω 0.000003*** 0.000003*** 0.000003***0.0000003 0.0000003 0.0000003
αt−1 0.033*** 0.033*** 0.034***(0.011) (0.010) (0.010)
γDt−1 -0.049*** -0.048*** -0.048***(0.007) (0.007) (0.007)
αt−2 0.039*** 0.038*** 0.037***(0.010) (0.010) (0.010)
βt−1 0.936*** 0.936*** 0.936***(0.005) (0.005) (0.005)SEASON 0.000003*** 0.000003*** 0.000003***(0.000005) (0.000005) (0.000005)ROLLOVER -0.00003*** -0.00003*** -0.00003***0.000005 0.000005 0.000005Observations 4324 4324 4324Log likelihood 12895 12893 12891Akaike info riterion -5.959 -5.958 -5.958Shwarz riterion -5.943 -5.940 -5.941LB(2) .003 .002 .002LB2(10) -.001 -.001 -.001ARCH-LM(10) -.001 -.001 -.001Jarque-Bera 539*** 549*** 554***Note: *, **, *** denote signi�ane at the 10-, 5- and 1-perent level.Parenthesis behind variables indiate the event window size (b, a).



Time Series Regression 87Table 6.11 GARCH of Corn Futures ReturnsI II IIIMean FuntionPRO EU(1,1) -0.0002(0.001)CONTRA EU(1,1) 0.002***(0.001)VETOPOINT(1,1) -0.0003(0.004)ADOPTION(0,2)CONTRA STATE(1,1)PRO STATE(1,1)WTO(1,1)
∆CORNt−1 0.393*** 0.344*** 0.356***(0.044) (0.052) (0.050)COMMODITY INDEX 0.047** 0.05** 0.046**(0.022) (0.022) (0.023)EUROSTOXXt−1 0.009 0.011* 0.010(0.006) (0.006) (0.007)ROLLOVER -0.001 -0.001 -0.001(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)ARt−1 -0.197*** -0.146*** -0.158***(0.049) (0.056) (0.055)Variane Funtion
ω 0.000006*** 0.00003*** 0.000003***(0.0000002) (0.0000002) (0.0000002)
αt−1 0.102*** 0.098*** 0.099***(0.008) (0.010) (0.008)
γDt−1 0.113*** 0.114*** 0.110***(0.019) (0.019) (0.018)
αt−2 0.826*** 0.827*** 0.830***(0.009) (0.010) (0.009)
βt−1 0.000005*** 0.00005*** 0.000004***(0.0000006) (0.0000006) (0.0000006)SEASON 0.000 0.000 0.0000.000 0.000 0.000ROLLOVERINDEX 0.000 0.000 0.0000.000 0.000 0.000Observations 1817 1817 1817Log likelihood 6707357 6709558 6707191Akaike info riterion -7.371 -7.371 -7.370Shwarz riterion -7.338 -7.332 -7.333LB(2) .022 -.001 .020LB2(10) .018 .018 .018ARCH-LM(10) .017 .017 .017Jarque-Bera 6121*** 5839*** 6175***Note: *, **, *** denote signi�ane at the 10-, 5- and 1-perent level.Parenthesis behind variables indiate the event window size (b, a).



Time Series Regression 886.11 GARCH of Corn Futures Returns (ontinued)IV V VIMean FuntionPRO EU(1,1)CONTRA EU(1,1)VETOPOINT(1,1)ADOPTION(0,2) -0.00003(0.001)CONTRA STATE(1,1) 0.001(0.002)PRO STATE(1,1) -0.002(0.011)WTO(1,1) 0.001(0.001)
∆CORNt−1 0.346*** 0.388*** 0.302***(0.052) (0.045) (0.063)COMMODITY INDEX 0.047** 0.048** 0.046**(0.023) (0.022) (0.023)EUROSTOXXt−1 0.010 0.009 0.011(0.006) (0.006) (0.006)ROLLOVER -0.001 -0.001 -0.001(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)ARt−1 -0.147** -0.188*** -0.101***(0.057) (0.050) (0.068)Variane Funtion
ω 0.000003*** 0.000003*** 0.000003***(0.0000002) (0.0000002) (0.0000002)
αt−1 0.100*** 0.106*** 0.103***(0.008) (0.008) (0.008)
γDt−1 0.110*** 0.112*** 0.108***(0.018) (0.019) (0.018)
αt−2 0.830*** 0.822*** 0.828***(0.009) (0.010) (0.009)
βt−1 0.00005*** 0.000005*** 0.000005***(0.0000006) (0.0000006) (0.0000006)SEASON 0.000 0.000 0.0000.000 0.000 0.000ROLLOVERINDEX 0.000 0.000 0.0000.000 0.000 0.000Observations 1817 1817 1817Log likelihood 6707020 6707670 6706291Akaike info riterion -7.369 -7.369 -7.369Shwarz riterion -7.333 -7.330 -7.332LB(2) .002 .009 .004LB2(10) .018 .018 .018ARCH-LM(10) .017 .017 .017Jarque-Bera 6180*** 6082*** 6185***Note: *, **, *** denote signi�ane at the 10-, 5- and 1-perent level.Parenthesis behind variables indiate the event window size (b, a).



Time Series Regression 89The ontrol variables in the variane funtion are signi�ant but smallin magnitude. Note that the predition error of two days ago is the bestpreditor of the today's return deviation. This means that volatility is veryspiky and does hardly ontain any long-term omponent. Corn futures re-turns reat di�erently to positive and negative shoks as do soybean futures,but orn futures reat more strongly to negative shoks.The diagnostis of the model are mixed. ARCH and serial autoor-relation are taken are of by the ontrol variables, still the residuals arenot normally distributed. Mean and standard deviation are as expeted,but the kurtosis of the residuals is high � an exess kurtosis of around 7� indiating that the variane funtion annot predit spikes in returns.Therefore, the Jarque-Bera test of normality is rejeted, asting doubt onthe goodness-of-�t of the model.Volatility Analysis As stated in Hypothesis 3 and 4 that I expet theevents to in�uene the variane as well. However, I refrain from analysingthe variane beause I do not onsider the variane equation su�iently wellspei�ed espeially for orn futures returns. The orn futures' volatility re-ats mostly to short term in�uenes while the volatility of soybean futuresis mostly determined by the moving average. Any other regressor in thevariane equation is dwarfed in omparison with the ARCH and GARCHterms. Both time series su�er from high kurtosis of the residuals, whih vio-lates the assumption of normally distributed errors for the GARCH model.Surges in the variane are hardly preditable by the regressors. SpeifyingStudent-T distributed errors has not remedied the problem. The oe�ientsof α and β sum up to more than 1 indiating the variane is not mean re-verting. The variane of the European orn futures may be better analysedwith a Markov swithting model. A variane analysis resting on suh amodel may instill more on�dene in the inferene. The Periodi-GARCHmodel promises to be another alternative (Bollerslev & Ghysels 1996) as itmay model the seasonal hange in volatility satisfatorily. Unfortunately,it is not yet available in standard statisti software pakages. A onlusionis that a vanilla GARCH model may not be an appropriate means for allommodity futures series and further researh is needed on this subjet.



Disussion of Results 906.4 Disussion of ResultsThe �nding that events signalling the losure of the European market toGMOs dereased soybean futures returns �nds support both in the eventstudy approah and the regression framework. A T-Test against a two-sided null hypothesis rejets the alternative at least to the �ve-perent leveland the Sign Test points into the same diretion. The regression resultsorroborate this.Pivotal deision do not have an e�et on average, whih does notome a surprise, though, as mentioned before. The methods employed arein agreement with this verdit. That vetopoints in the legislation proess arerelevant was shown by the ase studies. The support the hypothesis �ndsthat the adoption of legislation impated agriultural ommodity marketis even more remarkable in this light. Not only some events dereasedthe returns, but there is a negative return on average of soybean futureswhen the European Union passed its GMO regulation. Independent of theestimation tehnique of the normal returns a T-Test rejets the alternativeby onventional on�dene levels. The time series regressions leads to thesame onlusions.The anomaly that Pro-GMO announements by member states leadto a fall in soybean futures pries is found by both the event study andthe regression framework, too. Where regression and event study approahdeviate is on the e�et of Contra-GMO Regulatory News from the EU inEuropean orn futures. The event study approah rejets an in�uene onreturns whereas the regression indiates that the events had a positive e�et.The evidene of an e�et should therefore be treated with due aution.The results of the event study approah and time series regressionanalysis are by and large in line. Estimating the normal returns by theonstant mean, the OLS or the Theil estimation does not seem to have anin�uene on the results. None of the models produes normal returns thatare totally out of range of the others. The hypothesis tests are done witha Student T-Test, a Rank Test and a Sign Test. The Rank Test does notdeviate from its verdit that the CAAR during an event is insigni�ant inrelation to the median of estimation and event window, whih appears tobe overtly insensitive sine other tests provide a more nuaned piture. Itsproponents onede a higher rejetion rate (Corrado 1989, 392). WhereStudent T-Test indiates signi�ane the Sign Test regularly does so, too,and both are in line with the GARCH regressions and therefore I onsider



Disussion of Results 91the results robust.



Chapter 7Conlusion and Outlook
This thesis presented evidene that �nanial markets antiipate interna-tional redistributive e�ets of de fato trade poliy, i.e. regulatory deisionswith a protetive nature. I hose the example of the regulation of genetiallymodi�ed organisms in food and feed of the European Union. Upon passingthe legislation, there were virtually no genetially modi�ed rops planted inEurope, whereas farmers in the US had swithed to GM rops on a largesale. Banning GM rops thus barred US ommodity imports and protetedde fato the European agriultural market. The US deemed this an unfairtrade restrition, but the EU would not give in, and eventually the US suedthe EU before the WTO. In the end, Europe admitted GM rops again butwith tight provisions onerning approval, labelling and traeability.US Agriultural ommodity exports to the EU delined markedly atthe end of the 1990s and many ommentators pointed to Europe's tightGMO regulation, yet the ausal analysis has remained outstanding. Thisstudy has taken a omprehensive approah by sampling all regulations, sup-plemented with a news analysis, and subjeted returns to �nanial eono-metris. I have done so not only for a US export ommodity, namely soy-beans, but also a European ommodity, namely orn. European orn po-tentially pro�ted from European GMO regulation for two reasons. First,US orn bore a large share of GM rops and was thus barred, too, and soEuropean orn bene�ted diretly through a limited supply. Seond, ornould possibly serve as a partial substitute for lost US soybean imports.This analysis demonstrated that US soybean futures at the ChiagoBoard of Trade exhibited negative abnormal returns when news ame thatthe EU would pass rigid GMO regulation and that the passing of the regula-tion dereased pries as well by around 1.5 perent. In turn, there is ursory92



93evidene that European orn futures returns were higher than normal ondays of news indiating the losing of the European market to GM ropsdue to EU regulation. The WTO omplaint did a�et ommodity mar-kets as well. Soybean pries rose when the US �led its omplaint, whereasEuropean orn pries did not budge abnormally.We an draw several onlusions from this study. Where eonomiooperation between states breaks down and one ountry bars the importsof the other, even in the disguise of regulatory deision whih is o�ially notpart of trade poliy tool box, international ommodity markets take note.They alulate who is hurt by the market exlusion and, taking the nextlogial step, loate who is likely to bene�t from the exlusion. This allowsresearhers to test whether market partiipants pereive threats in tradedisputes as redible and whether poliy hanges are seen symboli or areexpeted to have any real impat. For example, do markets onsider a WTOomplaint as symboli � possibly more motivated by domesti politis � ordo market partiipants rekon it to have a hane of suess? Furthermore,this an ontribute to the growing literature that utilises �nanial marketsto srutinise whether politial ators ful�l the redistributive demands oftheir onstituents. The fous has until today been more on domesti redis-tribution, though. This study extends this approah to the internationalarena of trade poliy, and other appliations are oneivable.There are several potential extensions to this study. One possiblefollow-up in pursuing redistributive e�ets of the dispute is to analyse moretime series of ommodity futures. First, one ould analyse a larger arrayof ommodities whih potentially su�ered from Europe's orset for GMOs.There are futures on soybeans in other forms, namely soybean meal, oil andrushed soybeans. The additional insights may be slight, though. Cornfutures and rie futures from the US may be another target although theadoption of biotehnology has been signi�antly lower for these ommodi-ties; soybeans have had the highest share of genetially modi�ed rops. Itwould be more interesting to show that other regions, whih did not havea high pro�le in the dispute, su�ered from Europe's regulation as well. Ar-gentina has been a huge exporter of soybeans and the share of genetiallymodi�ed rops has been at least as high as in the US. There are soybean fu-tures at the Merado a Término de Buenos Aires in Argentina whih mightbe worth analysing.Seond, one ould further investigate ommodities and regions whihbene�ted from strit regulation. This ould be rapeseed futures and feed



94wheat futures from the Euronext-Li�e in Europe, whih are another im-portant animal feed soure and ould have served as a substitute for lostsoybean imports. More importantly, Brazilian soybean exports are said tohave risen due to the dispute. The Brazilian Merantile and Futures Ex-hange trades soybean futures whih seem an interesting topi for furtherresearh. However, all these proposals are subjet to data availability whihis unertain. For instane, there is no data on European orn futures priorto 1999 I am aware of.Third, one ould analyse futures time series of the farthest ontrat.The standard available data is `endless' meaning the losest ontrat is rolledover the next losest ontrat. One ould onstrut a time series for thefarthest ontrat available. These data would speak to expeations furtherinto the future and e�ets may be more pronouned. While studying otherfutures time series might further underline the onlusions of this study,appliations of the approah presented in this thesis to other internationalpolitial events would inrease our understanding of how �nanial marketsreat to politial signals.
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Appendix 1: List of Events
Date Classi�ation Soure Summary1990-03-22 Pivotal Deision EUR-Lex/Prelex Counil agreement 90/219/EC1990-03-22 Pivotal deision EUR-Lex/Prelex Counil agreement 90/2201990-04-23 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Formal adoption by Counil90/219/EC1990-04-23 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Formal adoption by Counil 90/2201994-11-04 Pro-GMO NewsEU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission aepts Frenh/British re-quest for simpli�ed proedure1996-02-06 Pro-GMO NewsEU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission approves GM swede-rapeseeds1996-11-27 Pivotal Deision EUR-Lex/Prelex Coniliation Comm. deision 285/971996-12-09 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ EU wrote member states not to aeptGM orn (Ciba-Geigy)1996-12-17 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Commission approves GM maize1996-12-19 Pivotal Deision EUR-Lex/Prelex Counil deision at 3. rdg 285/971997-01-23 Pro-GMO NewsEU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission approves GM maize1997-01-27 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Signature by EP and Counil of Regu-lation 285/971997-04-28 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Farm Commissioner announes pro-posal to keep modi�ed items separate1997-06-06 Pro-GMO NewsEU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission Deision approves GMswede-rape1997-07-25 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ No ompulsory segregation, �soybeanpries rose�1997-09-19 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Adoption 1813/EC Commission regula-tion1997-12-08 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Commission proposes GM labelling1998-02-13 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Sienti� ommittee approves GMplant1998-04-16 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Commission approves four GM prod-uts1998-04-22 Pro-GMO NewsEU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission approves GM maize1998-05-15 Contra-GMONews Member-state DH European Commission fails to over-turn Austria's and Luxembourg's im-port ban1998-05-26 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Formal adoption by Counil 1139/981998-05-26 Contra-GMONews EU DH EU farm ministers approve plans re-quiring ompanies to label food prod-uts ontaining GMOs1998-06-16 Pivotal Deision EUR-Lex/Prelex Counil approval 2. rdg 98/44/EC106



Date Classi�ation Soure Summary1998-07-06 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Signature by EP and Counil 98/44/EC1998-07-29 Pivotal Deision EUR-Lex/Prelex Adoption re-examined proposal98/81/EC1998-07-31 Pro-GMO NewsMemberstate WSJ Frane approves two GM produts1998-09-25 Contra-GMONews Member-state DH Frenh ourt plaes injuntion on grow-ing/marketing of GM orn1998-10-02 Contra-GMONews Member-state DH Greee bans import and sale of GMrapeseed1998-10-26 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Formal adoption by Counil 98/81/EC1998-11-23 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Counil agreement 98/951998-12-11 Contra-GMONews Member-state WSJ Frenh ourt upholds ban on 3 strainsof GM orn1998-12-18 Contra-GMONews Member-state DH British government proseutes Mon-santo for unproper GM �eld trial1999-03-18 Contra-GMONews Member-state DH British government requires restaurantsto label food with GM ingredients1999-05-21 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ EU suspends review of GM orn1999-05-27 Contra-GMONews Member-state DH Austria bans previously approved GMorn1999-06-24 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Minority in ounil bloks new ap-provals (Frane, Denmark, Italy, Lux-embourg, Greee)1999-06-25 Contra-GMONews EU DH EU environment ministers agree totighter rules for GM seeds; Frane allsfor halt of approvals for bioteh rops1999-09-07 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Commission plans labelling of GM ani-mal feed1999-10-22 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Sienti� ommittee spei�es 1 perentthreshold1999-11-02 Contra-GMONews EU DH European Parliament tightens regula-tions on release of bioteh rops1999-12-21 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Court rules GM is patent-worthy2000-01-10 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Adoption Commission Regulation49/20002000-01-31 InternationalAgreement WSJ Protooll to the Convention of Biodi-versity: Labelling as �may ontain GM�2000-04-13 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Greens in parliament failed to inludetougher rules2000-09-18 StarLink San-dal Washington Post FOE �nd of unapproved orn in taeshells2000-09-25 StarLink San-dal WSJ Kraft Reall Fouses on Bioteh Over-sight2000-09-27 StarLink San-dal WSJ Aventis halts seed sales of GM orn2000-10-03 StarLink San-dal WSJ Japan demands tests of US orn forGMOs2000-12-13 Pivotal Deision EUR-Lex/Prelex Coniliation Comm. deision 18/2001107



Date Classi�ation Soure Summary2000-12-19 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ GM food needs labels, safety reviewommittee says2001-03-12 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Signature by EP and Counil 18/20012001-07-26 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Commission proposes striter GM la-belling2002-07-05 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ EU parliament voted in favour ofstriter labelling2003-01-31 WTO Com-plaint WSJ Group of Congressmen sent letter toBush asking for a formal WTO om-plaint2003-03-13 Contra-GMONews Member-state EUR-Lex/Prelex Upper-Austria noti�es Commissionthat it bans planting GMO-rops2003-05-12 WTO Com-plaint WSJ US administration onsiders formalWTO omplaint2003-05-14 WTO Com-plaint WSJ Other nations support WTO omplaint2003-05-22 WTO Com-plaint WSJ Bush threatens formal WTO omplaint2003-06-13 Pivotal Deision EUR-Lex/Prelex Counil approval 2. rdg 1946/20032003-07-01 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Parliament to vote tomorrow on striterrules2003-07-15 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Signature by EP and Counil of CounilRegulation 1946/20032003-07-22 Pivotal Deision EUR-Lex/Prelex Counil approval 2. rdg 1830/20032003-08-08 WTO Com-plaint WSJ U.S. Asks WTO for Panel on Food Dis-pute2003-09-02 Pro-GMO NewsEU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission rejets Austrian ban ofGM rops2003-09-22 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Signature by EP and Counil of Regu-lation 1830/20032004-01-14 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Adoption Commission Regulation65/20042004-03-10 Pro-GMO NewsMemberstate WSJ Britain to Allow Farmers to GrowBioteh Corn2004-04-06 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Adoption Commission Regulation641/20042004-05-17 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Commission approves BT for humanonsumption2004-05-19 Pro-GMO NewsEU EU web Com. De. 2004/657/EC authorisinggenetially modi�ed maize line Bt112004-07-12 Pro-GMO NewsEU EU web Commission approves GM maize2004-07-20 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Commission approves Monsanto orn2004-09-17 Contra-GMONews Member-state EUR-Lex/Prelex Greee informs the Commission that itbans GM maize seeds2004-11-03 Pro-GMO NewsMemberstate WSJ Duth farmers agree with governmenton how to seperate GM from non-GMrops2004-11-29 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Five nations say want to use lause tohinder GMOs2004-11-30 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Environmental experts resist Commis-sion in foring the �ve to aept andfail to approve a Monsanto produt108



Date Classi�ation Soure Summary2005-04-12 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Commission threatens suspending im-port orn-gluten feed from US2005-04-18 Contra-GMONews EU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission requires US rie to be de-lared GM free2005-04-26 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Adoption by Commission COM (2005)1612005-06-24 Adoption EUR-Lex/Prelex Counil Deision COM (2005) 1612005-06-27 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Governments at Brussels rejeted to liftnational ban2005-07-19 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Commission allows di�erent nationallegislation2005-08-09 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Commission approves allows import ofMonsanto GM orn2005-09-15 Contra-GMONews Member-state EUR-Lex/Prelex Cyprus informs Commission that thatGMO and non-GMO must be shelftedseparately in supermarkets2005-10-06 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ ECJ rules Austrian ban illegal2006-01-10 Pro-GMO NewsEU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission rejets Greee' GM maizeseeds ban2006-01-11 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Commission orders Greee to lift ban2006-01-16 Pro-GMO NewsEU WSJ Commission approvs three MonsantoGM produts2006-02-08 WTO Com-plaint WSJ WTO rules that EU ban was illegal2006-03-09 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ EU allows national legislation of GMOs2006-03-14 Pro-GMO NewsEU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission rejets Cypri noti�ationthat GMO and non-GMO must beshelfted separately in supermarkets2006-05-08 Contra-GMONews Member-state EUR-Lex/Prelex Poland requests Commission to pro-hibit 16 GMOs2006-05-31 Contra-GMONews EU EUR-Lex/Prelex Commission allows Poland to prohibit16 GMOs2006-08-24 Contra-GMONews EU WSJ Commission adopts tough rie sreen-ing rules
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Appendix 2: RepliationPolitial siene is a soial endavour and eah sholar builds on the workof others. In order to be in position to understand, evaluate and build onthe work of others, being able to repliate a study is vital (King 1995, 445).Therefore, the study provides the material to fully repliate the results. Thetable below gives an overview over the resoures found on the attahed CD.Resoures on Attahed CDDiretory Filename Resoure/text�les/ Lehmkuhl_Diplomarbeit.pdf Thesis in pdf format*.txt (�lenames orrespondsto hapter title) LATEX text �les (ASCII, uni-ode8)/data/ data.sv all available data as text �le,tab-separated (winamsi)*.wf1 (�lenames orrespondto dependent variable) data for time series regres-sion in Eviews 5.1 format*.dta (�lenames orrespondto dependent variable) data for event study ap-proah in Stata 9.1 formatado_018.do do-�le for Stata 9.1 for eventstudy estimationodebook.pdf Codebook.pdf/artiles/ *.jpg (�lenames orre-spond to publiation dateYYYYMMDD) Sanned Wall Street Jour-nal artiles
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